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Specialization of integral dependence for modules
Terence GAFFNEY1 and Steven L. KLEIMAN2
Abstract. We establish the principle of specialization of integral dependence for
submodules of finite colength of free modules, as part of the general algebraic-
geometric theory of the Buchsbaum–Rimmultiplicity. Then we apply the principle
to the study of equisingularity of ICIS germs, obtaining results for such equisin-
gularity conditions as Whitney’s Condition A, Thom’s Condition Af , and the
Relative Whitney Condition Wf . Notably, we describe these conditions for ana-
lytic families in terms of various numerical invariants, which, for the most part,
depend only on the members of a family, not on its total space.
Introduction
Describing the structure of a singular set remains a basic, but elusive, goal of
complex-analytic geometry. If the set is a member of an analytic family, then
it is often easier to tell when the set’s structure is similar to that of the general
member. In this paper, we study analytic families of germs of isolated complete-
intersection singularities, or ICIS germs, as a step toward the general study.
We develop some algebraic tools and a geometric point of view that enable us to
describe many equisingularity conditions for these families in terms of numerical
invariants. The invariants, for most conditions, depend only on the individual
members of a family, not on its total space.
The basic numerical invariants we use are certain Buchsbaum–Rim multiplic-
ities. They arise from the column space of the Jacobian matrix of a given ICIS
germ. This column space is known as the Jacobian module. It is, in a natu-
ral way, a submodule of finite colength in a free module over the local ring of
the germ, and the associated invariants govern its integral closure. In this con-
text, our main algebraic theorem is a generalization, from ideals to modules, of
Teissier’s “principle of specialization of integral dependence,” [34, 3.2, p. 330]
and [38, App. I]. We prove the theorem and some related results in Sections 1
and 2. In Section 3, we treat the related notion of strict dependence, which we
use to handle those equisingularity conditions that require a little more than
integral dependence to ensure that they hold.
In Sections 4, 5, and 6, we apply the results of Sections 1, 2 and 3 to the
study of various equisingularity conditions on families of ICIS germs. More
specifically, in Section 4, we study Whitney’s Condition A. We prove notably
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that A is satisfied at the origin if every associated multiplicity of the Jacobian
module is constant across the family.
In Section 5, we fix a function f on the total space X , and study Thom’s
Condition Af . Notably, we generalize a celebrated theorem of Leˆ and Saito
[24]: using Parameswaran’s construction in [31], we relate Af to information
about vanishing cycles as encoded in a sequence of Milnor numbers. In addition,
we refine a theorem of Brianc¸on, Maisonobe and Merle’s [1, Thm. 4.2.1, p. 541]
in the present setting of a family of ICIS germs: their theorem requires the
fulfillment of Condition A and the stratified local topological triviality of every
linear projection to the singular locus, whereas ours requires only the constancy
of a Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity, or equivalently, of two Milnor numbers.
Finally, in Section 6, we study Wf , the standard relative form of Whitney’s
Condition B. Notably, we establish three necessary and sufficient conditions for
Wf to hold. Two are memberwise conditions: the constancy of two sequences of
Milnor numbers, and the constancy of a single Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity.
The remaining condition is global: denote the locus of central points by Y , and
set Z := f−10; then both pairs, (X−Y, Y ) and (Z−Y, Y ) must satisfy Whitney’s
Condition B at the origin. The sufficiency of this condition was established by
Brianc¸on, Maisonobe and Merle in [1, Thm. 4.3.2, p. 543] in a more general
setting, and it is recovered in the present setting via a new proof. The new
proof illustrates the use of integral closure methods, and lays the foundation for
further progress in the study of Wf both for nonisolated singularities and for
families of isolated singularities.
Some of the present work, together with its extension in [9], is explained and
developed by the second author in [19]. See also [21, (1.7)].
Let us now discuss the contents in more detail, stressing the philosophy of our
approach. Let (X, 0) → (Y, 0) be a map of germs of complex analytic spaces.
(As is conventional when dealing with germs, we often let it go without saying
that any analytic set, even Cn itself, should be replaced by a suitably small
neighborhood of the central point, or “origin,” whenever appropriate.) Let X(y)
denote the fiber over the point y ∈ Y . Assume that the X(y) are equidimensional
of the same dimension d, where d ≥ 1, that X is equidimensional, and that Y
has dimension at least 1. Let E := OpX be a free module of rank p at least 1.
LetM be a coherent submodule such that, on each fiber X(y), the image of the
restriction of M in that of E has finite colength.
Theorem (1.8) is our generalization of Teissier’s principle. Our theorem gives
a criterion, valid for any rank p, for a section h of E to be integrally dependent
on M, or equivalently, for the submodule H generated by h and M to lie in
the integral closure of M (in other words, for M to be a reduction of H). As
we show in Sections 5 and 6, Theorem (1.8) is a powerful tool for establishing
sufficient conditions for an equisingularity condition to hold.
Since Theorem (1.8) is central to our work, let us outline its proof. Let SE
denote the symmetric algebra, and RH and RM the Rees algebras, which are
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the subalgebras generated byH andM. Form the analytic homogeneous spectra,
P := Projan(SE), Q := Projan(RH) and P ′ := Projan(RM).
Then the inclusion of M into H induces a well-defined finite map from Q to P ′
if and only if M is a reduction of H; cf. [20, (2.6)].
In Sections 8 and 9 of [20], this setup is used to associate various multiplicities
to the pair (M,H). It is shown there, in Theorem (9.5) and Corollary (9.7), that,
if M is not a reduction of H everywhere, but is so away from the origin, then
certain of these multiplicities are positive. In turn, by Corollary (10.2) of [20],
this positivity implies, surprisingly enough, that the dimension of the central
fiber of P ′/X is of maximal dimension, namely, n − 1. (The recent paper [21]
gives, in (1.4), a substantially shorter, simpler, and more direct proof that this
dimension is maximal.) Thus, if we can control P ′, then we can force H to be
in the integral closure of M.
For each y, let e(y) denote the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity of the pair induced
on X(y) by (E ,M); so e(y)/(d+p−1)! is the coefficient of nd+p−1 in the polyno-
mial whose value for n ≫ 0 is the (vector space) dimension of (SnE/RnM)(y).
Just as Teissier did in the case of an ideal, we show that the constancy of e(y) im-
plies the existence of a reduction of M with the minimal number of generators,
and therefore yields the desired upper bound on the dimension of the central
fiber of P ′/X . The proof depends heavily on the upper semicontinuity of e(y),
which we establish in Proposition (1.1). Thus Theorem (1.8) is proved.
We can also study the integral dependence of modules by reducing this study
to that of the integral dependence of ideals; compare with [33] and [15, p. 160].
Indeed, in the setup above, let ρ(M) be the ideal on P associated to the homo-
geneous ideal in the symmetric algebra SE generated by M viewed in degree 1.
By Proposition (3.4), the module H is integrally dependent on the moduleM if
and only if the ideal ρ(H) is integrally dependent on the ideal ρ(M).
An important difference between the case of modules and that of ideals shows
up when we form the blowup B of P with respect to ρ(M). Namely, if an ideal
I has finite colength, then the corresponding exceptional divisor is naturally a
projective scheme, and its degree is simply the multiplicity of I. On the other
hand, even though M has finite colength in E , its associated ideal ρ(M) may
define a subset of P of positive dimension, and then the exceptional divisor of
B is naturally a biprojective scheme. So it has a series of bidegrees, its Segre
numbers, defined by intersecting it with the various powers of the two hyperplane
classes. The partial sums of these Segre numbers are the associated multiplicities
of M. They can also be computed directly from a set of generators of M.
In Section 2, we advance the theory of these Segre numbers and associated
multiplicities, relating them to the dimension of the exceptional divisor of B. By
using these multiplicities instead of the multiplicity of an ideal, we can generalize
to ICIS germs many results about families of hypersurface germs. We do so in
Section 4 for some results about Whitney’s Condition A.
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Section 3 concerns strict dependence. In the case of an ideal I, Lejeune and
Teissier [27, pp. 46–48] showed that, if I has finite colength, then a germ h is
strictly dependent on I if and only if, on every component of the exceptional
divisor in the normalized blowup of I, the order of vanishing of the pullback of
h is strictly greater than the order of vanishing of the pullback of I. Proposition
(3.5) gives the generalization of this result to the case of a module M; instead
of blowing up I, we blow up ρ(M).
In the case where I defines a family of ideals of finite colength and constant
multiplicity, Teissier [38, App. I] used the constancy to force the components of
the exceptional divisor to surject onto the parameter space. Then it is easy to
show that, if the restriction of a germ h to a general fiber is strictly dependent on
the restriction of I, then the restriction of h to every fiber is strictly dependent.
In the module case, using the associated multiplicities, we make a similar argu-
ment and draw a similar conclusion in the course of proving Proposition (4.2).
In Sections 4, 5, and 6, we assume that the fibers X(y) represent ICIS germs,
and abusing notation, we also let Y denote the locus of central points. We embed
(X, 0) in (Cn, 0) so that (Y, 0) is the germ of a linear subspace. In Sections 5,
and 6, we also consider a function germ f :X → C and its zero set Z, and we
assume Z ⊃ Y .
Section 4 concerns Whitney’s Condition A. Let S denote the singular locus
of X , and assume that S is smooth. By definition, Condition A is satisfied by
the pair (X − S, S) at 0 ∈ S if the tangent space T0S lies in every hyperplane
obtained as a limit of hyperplanes, each tangent to X−S as the point of contact
approaches 0.
Theorem (4.2) asserts that Condition A is satisfied if every associated multi-
plicity of the Jacobian module of the fiber X(y) is constant in y. The theorem
is illustrated in Examples (4.3) and (4.4). In the first, we work out, from our
viewpoint, Trotman’s example, showing that no fiberwise criterion for Condition
A can be necessary as well as sufficient. In the second, we consider a case where
S is larger than Y .
Section 5 concerns Thom’s Condition Af . Let Σ(f) denote the union of the
singular points of the fibers of f . By definition, (X − Σ(f), Y ) satisfies Af at
y ∈ Y if the tangent space to Y at y lies in every limit tangent hyperplane at
y to the fibers of f . In Lemma (5.1), we connect Af to the theory of integral
closure via the augmented Jacobian module.
Thom introduced Af as the primary condition guaranteeing the local topo-
logical triviality of the family of functions defined by f . Condition Af is also
important because of its relationship (which is well understood in only a few
cases) to the vanishing cycles. For example, in a recent paper [11], Green and
Massey show that certain information about the vanishing cycles implies Af for
families with generalized isolated singularities. In the case where X = Cn and
Σ(f) = Y , Leˆ and Saito [24] showed that Af is implied by the constancy of the
Milnor number.
Theorem (5.2) generalizes the Leˆ–Saito theorem to the case where X is a
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complete intersection. This generalization is based on the following construction
of Parameswaran’s in [31], which reduces the study of a family of ICIS germs to
the study of an isolated singularity defined by the vanishing of a single function
inside an ambient space with an isolated singularity. Given an ICIS germ (X, 0)
with embedding codimension k, for each i with 0 ≤ i ≤ k let µi be the smallest
of all the Milnor numbers of ICIS germs that serve as total spaces of i-parameter
(flat) deformations of (X, 0). Denote this sequence of numbers by µ∗.
A chain of ICIS germs, each of codimension 1 inside the next, whose sequence
of Milnor numbers is µ∗ is said to be µ∗-minimal. Given the germ of a family
X/Y with Y smooth, Parameswaran constructed a chain of deformations of the
family such that the parameter spaces are smooth over Y and the central chain
is µ∗-minimal; moreover, if the µ∗-sequence is constant in the given family, then
the chain of deformations is µ∗-minimal.
Given a chain of deformations of (X, 0) that is µ∗-minimal, we can look, on
the deformation Xi, at the function fi−1 that defines the deformation Xi−1, and
ask that Afi−1 be satisfied at 0 by the pair (Xi − Y, Y ) where Y is the common
singular locus of all the Xi. Theorem (5.2) gives a necessary and sufficient
condition for Afi−1 to hold for every i, namely, the constancy of µ∗.
Indeed, this constancy turns out to be equivalent to the constancy of the
multiplicity of the relative augmented Jacobian module of Xi and fi−1; the
principle of specialization of integral dependence then shows that the generators
of the relative Jacobian module that come from the partial derivatives along
Y are dependent on the augmented module. The original theorem of Leˆ and
Saito, which is reproved, shows that this dependence is strict at the top of the
chain, where the ambient space is just the affine space. It remains to push the
strict dependence down the chain. A careful examination of the proof shows
a similarity in the role played by the elements in the chain and the associated
multiplicities.
We prove the sufficiency as follows. Because the number of generators of
the relative augmented Jacobian submodule is always the minimum number
needed to generate a module of finite nonzero colength, it follows from Proposi-
tion (1.5)(3) that, if Afi−1 holds, then the multiplicity of the augmented Jacobian
module of the fibers of Xi and fi−1 is independent of the parameter value; hence,
so is the µ∗-sequence.
We also refine, in our case of a family of ICIS germs, a theorem proved by
Brianc¸on, Maisonobe and Merle [1, Thm. 4.2.1, p. 541]. Recalled before our
Theorem (5.3), their theorem essentially asserts this: Af holds along Y if, for
every linear retraction r to Y , the restriction r|(X,Z, Y ) is stratified locally
topologically trivial, and if both pairs (X−Y, Y ) and (Z−Y, Y ) satisfy Whitney’s
Condition A along Y . Our machinery allows us to prove, in Theorem (5.3), that
Af holds at 0 assuming only, for every r, that the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity
of the augmented Jacobian module of the fibers of X and f is defined and
is independent of the parameter value, or equivalently that, the germs of the
fibers of the restrictions r|X and r|Z have isolated singularities, and their Milnor
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numbers are independent of the parameter value.
Our work leads us to conjecture that Af holds whenever the Buchsbaum–Rim
multiplicity is defined and is independent of the parameter value, or the Milnor
numbers are so. After the present work was completed, Massey and the first
author [9, (5.8)] proved this conjecture for families of ICIS germs via a careful
study of the conormal variety; see also [19] and [21, (1.7)]. At the moment, this
multiplicity is defined only when X is the total space of a family of ICIS germs.
However, we conjecture that, once the theory of multiplicity has been extended
to cover modules of infinite colength, then the independence of the multiplicity
of the augmented Jacobian module will always be equivalent to Af .
Assume also that (Z − Y, Y ) satisfies Whitney’s Condition A at the origin.
Then Af holds if the Milnor numbers of the fibers of the two restrictions r|X and
r|Z are independent of the parameter value for only a single r; see Theorem (5.5).
We prove it via a close analysis of the relative conormal space of f using the
principle of specialization of integral dependence to gain control. The hypothesis
on Z gives additional information on the relative conormal space, since it contains
the conormal space of Z.
Section 6 treats the condition Wf . By definition, it is satisfied by the pair
(X − Σ(f), Y ) at y ∈ Y if each tangent plane to the fiber of f at an x in
X − Σ(f) approaches the tangent plane of Y at y as fast as x approaches Y .
In Proposition (6.1), we connect Wf to the theory of integral closure via the
augmented Jacobian module again; we also recover the integral closure condition
of Leˆ and Teissier [26, Prop. 1.3.8] between ideals on the relative conormal space.
In Lemma (6.2) we illustrate the usefulness of our integral closure condition by
using it to give a new proof of a basic transversality result of Henry and Merle.
It is natural to ask if there is a numerical invariant of the fibers of X and f
over Y whose constancy ensures that Wf is satisfied at 0. An affirmative answer
is given in Theorem (6.4): a suitable invariant is the multiplicity em(y) of the
product of the maximal ideal of X(y) and its augmented Jacobian ideal. In fact,
assuming that each fiber Z(y) has an isolated singularity at 0, we prove that the
constancy of em(y) is both necessary and sufficient for Wf to be satisfied. The
theorem also proves another necessary and sufficient condition: that (X − Y, Y )
and (Z − Y, Y ) satisfy both Whitney conditions at 0. The key ingredient in our
proof is again Theorem (1.8).
We interpret em(y) topologically in Lemma (6.3); namely, em(y) is equal to
a linear combination with certain binomial coefficients of the sum of the Milnor
numbers of the plane sections of X(y) and Z(y). Hence the constancy of em(y),
and so that of Wf , is equivalent to the constancy of the Milnor numbers of these
plane sections. This equivalence is also part of Theorem (6.4).
1. Specialization of integral dependence
Let F : (X, x0)→ (Y, y0) be a map of germs of complex analytic spaces, which
need not be reduced. Assume that the fibers X(y) are equidimensional of the
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same dimension d at least 1 and that Y has dimension at least 1. Let E := OpX
be a free module of rank p at least 1, and set r := d+p−1. LetM be a coherent
submodule of E . Set S := Supp(E/M), and assume that S is finite over Y .
Finally, for each y ∈ Y , denote the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity of the pair that
(E ,M) induces on X(y) by e(y).
Let N be a coherent submodule of M. Let SE denote the symmetric algebra,
and RM and RN the subalgebras generated by M and N ; say
SE =
⊕
n SnE , RM =
⊕
nRnM and RN =
⊕
nRnN
are the decompositions into graded pieces. Form the analytic homogeneous spec-
tra,
P := Projan(SE), P ′ := Projan(RM) and P ′′ := Projan(RN ).
Recall that, if RM is a finitely generated RN -module, then N is called a re-
duction of M, and the sections of M are said to be integrally dependent on N .
A different, but equivalent, definition of integral dependence is discussed at the
beginning of Section 3 (and a third definition is mentioned there in passing).
If N is a reduction of M, then the following three conditions obtain:
(i) on each fiber X(y) the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity arising from (E ,N )
is defined and equal to the multiplicity e(y) arising from (E ,M);
(ii) N is equal to E at every point x of X − S, that is, Supp(E/N ) ⊂ S;
(iii) the inclusion RN →֒ RM induces a finite surjective map P ′ → P ′′,
which is an isomorphism off S.
Condition (i) obtains by [20, (6.7a)(iii)(a), p. 204]. Condition (ii) obtains by [20,
(2.4), p. 182]. The argument is simple. By Nakayama’s lemma, it suffices to note
that the map of fibers N (x)→ E(x) is surjective. However, its image is a vector
subspace of E(x); so, if a basis of the former is extended to a basis of the latter,
then the image of RN (x) in the polynomial ring SE(x) is the subring generated
by a subset of variables; yet the larger ring is a finitely generated module over
the smaller one. Condition (iii) is clearly not only necessary, but also sufficient,
for N to be a reduction of M.
The results below are well known in the case p = 1; see Lipman’s masterful
treatment [28], for example. For arbitrary p, Proposition (1.5) relates the exis-
tence of a reduction generated by r elements to the constancy of e(y). Its proof
involves Proposition (1.1) and Lemmas (1.2) and (1.4). Proposition (1.1) asserts
the upper semicontinuity of e(y). Lemma (1.2) asserts that if N is a reduction of
M fiberwise, then it is so globally over a dense open subset of Y . Example (1.3)
shows the necessity of passing to an open subset. Lemma (1.4) gives a geometric
criterion for N to be a reduction of M. Remark (1.6) suggests that part of
Proposition (1.5) should hold in greater generality. Lemma (1.7) gives a neces-
sary and sufficient geometric condition for the existence of a reduction generated
by r elements. Finally, Theorem (1.8) rests on all the preceding results; it gives a
generalization of Teissier’s principle of the specialization of integral dependence
[38, App. 1].
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Proposition (1.1) The function y 7→ e(y) is Zariski upper semicontinuous.
Proof. For each y, the number e(y)/r! is the coefficient of nr in the polynomial
whose value is eventually the (vector space) dimension,
λ(n, y) := dim
(
F∗(SnE/RnM)
)
(y).
The polynomial has degree r, or else vanishes. Its value is λ(n, y) for all n
at least n0, where n0 depends on y. (See [3, bot. p. 213] or [20, (5.10)(i)(ii),
pp. 199–200].)
For each n, the OY -module F∗(SEn/RnM) is coherent; hence, y 7→ λ(n, y) is
upper semicontinuous. Therefore, y 7→ e(y) is ‘nondecreasing’; that is, if A is a
Zariski closed irreducible subset of Y and if η is its generic point, then e(η) ≤ e(y)
for all y in A. However, it is less obvious that A contains a nonempty Zariski
relatively open subset U , independent of n, on which y 7→ λ(n, y) is constant.
To prove it, we may replace Y by A, given its reduced structure, and replace X ,
M, and so forth by their restrictions.
Form the bigraded OX -algebra RM⊗SE and its bigraded module
F :=
⊕
p≥0,q≥1
Fp,q where Fp,q := RpMSqE/Rp+1MSq−1E .
Clearly, F is generated by F0,1, which is equal to S1E/R1M. Therefore, F is
an OS-module. So F∗F is a finitely generated module over F∗((RM⊗ SE)|S),
which is a finitely generated bigraded OY -algebra. Therefore, by the lemma of
generic flatness, there is a nonempty open subset U of Y on which F∗F is flat.
Hence, on U , each F∗Fp,q is flat.
It follows that, on U , the formation of each F∗Fp,q commutes with restriction
to the fibers. Indeed, since F |S is finite, (F∗Fp,q)(y) is equal to F∗(Fp,q(y))
for any y ∈ Y . Moreover, if y ∈ U , then the formation of Fp,q commutes with
restriction to X(y); this claim will hold, clearly, if the natural map,
(RpMSqE)(y) −→ Sp+qE(y)
is injective. It is trivially injective if p = 0. Proceeding by induction on p,
consider the short exact sequence,
0 −→ Rp+1MSq−1E −→ RpMSqE −→ Fp,q −→ 0.
Since F∗Fp,q is flat over U and since F |S is finite, also Fp,q is flat over U .
Therefore, the first of these two maps,
(Rp+1MSq−1E)(y) −→ (RpMSqE)(y) −→ Sp+qE(y),
is injective. The second is injective by induction. So the composition is injective,
as required.
Work on U . Since the formation of F∗Fp,q commutes with restriction, clearly∑
p+q=n dim(F∗Fp,q)(y) = λ(n, y).
Each F∗Fp,q is flat, so locally free; hence, each function y 7→ dimF∗Fp,q(y) is
constant. Therefore, y 7→ λ(n, y) is constant. Thus the proposition is proved.
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Lemma (1.2) Assume that there is a dense Zariski open subset V of Y such
that, for each y in V , the image in E(y) of N is a reduction of the image of M.
Then there is a smaller dense Zariski open subset U of Y over which N is a
reduction of M.
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to find a dense Zariski open subset U of V and an
integer k such that the inclusion map,
NRkM→Rk+1M, (1.2.1)
is surjective over U . By Nakayama’s lemma, we may assume that Y is reduced.
Then there is a dense Zariski open subset U of Y such that the restriction,
(RkM)(y)→ SkE(y), is injective for all k and for all y in U ; the existence of U
was established in the proof of Proposition (1.1). Replace U by U ∩ V .
By hypothesis, for each y in U , there exists a k such that the image of the
composition,
N (y)(RkM)(y)→ (Rk+1M)(y)→ Sk+1E(y),
is equal to the image of the second map. Since the second map is injective, the
first map is surjective. Hence, Nakayama’s lemma implies that, at each point of
the fiber X(y), the map (1.2.1) is surjective. Therefore, X(y) is contained in the
maximal open set on which (1.2.1) is surjective, namely, the complement of the
support Sk of the cokernel of (1.2.1).
On the other hand, Sk ⊂ S; in other words, (1.2.1) is surjective at every x off
S := Supp(E/M), as we’ll now see. Set y := F (x). By hypothesis, the image
in E(y) of N is a reduction of the image of M. Since x /∈ S, the image of M is
equal to M(y) at x. Hence, the image of N is equal to M(y) at x because of
Condition (ii) recalled at the beginning of this section. In other words, the map
N → M(y) is surjective at x. Therefore, by Nakayama’s lemma, the inclusion
N →M is surjective at x. So (1.2.1) is surjective at x, as claimed.
By hypothesis, S is finite over Y . Hence, since Sk ⊂ S, the image Ak of Sk
is a closed analytic subset of Y . Pick a point y in each component of U , and
pick a k large enough so that Ak contains none of these y. Then U −Ak a dense
Zariski open subset U of V on which (1.2.1) is surjective, as required.
Example (1.3) The open subset provided by Lemma (1.2) may have to be
strictly smaller than the given open subset (in other words, fiberwise integral
dependence does not imply dependence at the level of the total space). For
example, let X be the (s, t)-plane, Y the s-line, and F :X → Y the projection.
Let E := OX , let N := (st
2 + t3, st4), and let M := (N , t3). Then, on each
fiber of X/Y , the ideals induced by M and N are equal. However, N is not a
reduction of M (in other words, t3 is not integrally dependent on N ). Indeed,
otherwise, under the map from the u-line into X given by u 7→ (u,−u), the ideals
M and N would induce two ideals, where the second is a reduction of the first;
however, M and N induce (u3) and (u5), and it is easy to see that the latter is
not a reduction of the former.
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Lemma (1.4) Assume that X is equidimensional and that dimP ′′(x0) < r.
Set T := Supp(E/N ) and assume that T → Y is finite. Then N is a reduction
of M if it is so over a dense Zariski open subset of Y .
Proof. Apply Corollary (10.7) of [20, p. 225] as follows. Let A be the local
ring of X at x0. Then A is Noetherian, universally catenary, and equidimen-
sional. Set X0 := SpecanA. Let G, G
′, and G′′ be the quasi-coherent sheaves of
graded algebras on X0 associated to the stalks of SE , RM, and RN at x0. Let
P0, P
′
0, and P
′′
0 be their “Projan’s.” Set M := G. Then Supp(M˜) is equal to
P0, so it is equidimensional of dimension r0 with r0 := dimX0 + p− 1. Clearly,
dimX0 = d + dimY . Let Y
′ be the closed subset of X0 defined by the stalk of
the ideal of T . Since N is equal to E off T , the stalks of SE , RM, and RN at
x0 become equal after localization with respect to any analytic function on X
that vanishes along T ; hence, G, G′, and G′′ are equal off Y ′. Moreover, since
T → Y is finite, the dimension of Y ′ is bounded by that of Y .
Viewed as a G′′-module, M gives rise to a quasi-coherent sheaf on P ′′0 . The
support R of this sheaf is equal to P ′′0 ; indeed, by (6.4)(i) of [20, p. 202], R is
equal to the transform of P0, and by (2.6) of [20, p. 183], the latter is equal to
P ′′0 . Let p
′′:P ′′0 → X0 be the structure map. Then p
′′−1x0 is a scheme, whose
associated analytic space is P ′′(x0). Hence
dim(p′′−1Y ′ ∩R) ≤ dim p′′−1x0 + dimY
′ ≤ r − 1 + dimY = r0 − 1.
(The corresponding bound in (10.7) of [20, p. 225] is, unfortunately, incorrectly
stated because of a typographer’s error; however, the text suggests that the
appropriate inequality is, in fact, not strict.) Moreover, if there is a component
of dimension r0 of p
′′−1Y ′ ∩ R (the R is unnecessary in the present case), then
this component maps onto a component Y ′1 of Y
′ such that dimY ′1 = dimY .
By hypothesis, RM is a finitely generated module over RN locally over a
dense Zariski open subset U of Y . Let Z be the preimage in T of Y − U ,
and Z0 the closed subset of X0 defined by the stalk of the ideal of Z. Then
dimZ0 < dimY , and so Y
′
1 , if it exists, contains a point η outside Z0. The stalks
G′η and G
′′
η are localizations of the stalks of RM and RN at x0 with respect
to a certain set of analytic functions on X , including some that vanish on Z.
Hence G′η is a finitely generated module over G
′′
η ; in the language of [20], G
′′
η is
a reduction of G′η for Mη. Finally, the preimage of Y
′ in P0 has no component
of dimension r0, because dimY
′ < dimX0 and E is free of rank p. Therefore, by
(10.7) of [20, p. 225], G′ is a finitely generated module over G′′; in other words,
at x0 the stalk of RM is a finitely generated module over that of RN . Hence
(after X and Y are replaced by neighborhoods of x0 and y0 if necessary) N is a
reduction of M, and the proof is complete.
Proposition (1.5) Assume that X is equidimensional.
(1) If y 7→ e(y) vanishes, then M = E and S = ∅.
(2) If y 7→ e(y) is constant on Y and nonvanishing, then S → Y is surjective,
and M has a reduction generated by r elements.
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(3) Assume that Y is smooth, that X/Y is flat with Cohen–Macaulay fibers,
and that S → Y is surjective. If there exists a reduction of M generated by r
elements, then, conversely, y 7→ e(y) is constant on Y .
Proof. Consider (1). Fix y ∈ Y . Since e(y) vanishes, a theorem of Buchsbaum
and Rim implies that the image ofM in E(y) is all of E(y). Since y is arbitrary,
M = E by Nakayama’s lemma. So S = ∅ as S := Supp(E/M).
Consider (2). Fix y ∈ Y . Since e(y) doesn’t vanish, the image of M is,
obviously, not all of E(y). Hence S → Y is surjective.
After X is replaced by a neighborhood of x0 if necessary, there exist r elements
of M whose images in E(y0) generate a reduction of the image of M; see [20,
(6.6), p. 203] for example. Let N be the submodule of M generated by the
elements. Set T := Supp(E/N ). Since T (y0) is finite, and since (Y, y0) is the
germ of an analytic space, T is finite over Y after X and Y are replaced by
neighborhoods of x0 and y0 if necessary. Hence, for every y ∈ Y , the Buchsbaum–
Rim multiplicity f(y) is defined for the pair that (E ,M) induces on X(y). By
Proposition (1.1), there is a dense Zariski open subset U of Y on which y 7→ f(y)
is constant and f(y) ≤ f(y0). Then, for all y in U ,
e(y) ≤ f(y) ≤ f(y0) = e(y0) = e(y);
the first relation holds because N ⊆M, the second because y ∈ U , the third by
construction of N , and the last by the hypothesis. Thus e(y) = f(y).
Fix y ∈ Y . For each x ∈ X(y), let e(x) denote the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplic-
ity at x of the pair that (E ,M) induces on X(y), and let f(x) denote that by
(E ,N ). Of course, e(x) vanishes if x /∈ S, and f(x) vanishes if x /∈ T . Clearly,
e(y) =
∑
xe(x) ≤
∑
xf(x) = f(y).
Suppose y ∈ U . Then e(y) = f(y). Hence e(x) = f(x) for all x ∈ X(y).
Therefore, for all x ∈ X(y), the stalk at x of the image of N in E(y) is a
reduction of that ofM by the generalized theorem of Rees, Corollary (6.8)(a) of
[20, p. 207–8] with M := SE . Hence, for each y in U , the image in E(y) of N is
a reduction of that of M. In particular, T = S.
By Lemma (1.2), there is a dense Zariski open subset of Y over which N is
a reduction of M. On the other hand, dimP ′′(x0) < r because N is generated
by r elements. Finally, since S → Y is surjective, so is T → Y . Therefore,
Lemma (1.4) implies that N is a reduction of M.
Consider (3). Replacing M by its reduction, we may assume that M itself
is generated by r elements. Let J denote the zeroth Fitting ideal of E/M.
Then OX/J is supported by S. Since the codimension of S is right, OX/J is
Cohen–Macaulay. Since Y is smooth and S → Y is finite and surjective, OX/J
is therefore flat over Y . Hence the function
y 7→ dim(F∗(OX/J )(y))
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is constant on Y . However, since the fibers X(y) are Cohen–Macaulay and since
the formation of a Fitting ideal commutes with base change,
dim(F∗(OX/J )(y)) = e(y)
by some theorems of Buchsbaum and Rim [3, 2.4 p. 207, 4.3 and 4.5 p. 223].
Remark (1.6) Considerations involving the expression of e(y) as a sum of
intersection numbers suggest that, in Part (3) of Proposition (1.5), the Cohen–
Macaulay hypothesis is unnecessary. For example, it is unnecessary when p = 1
(so E = OX and M is an ideal); see Theorem (2.2).
Lemma (1.7) The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) There exists a reduction of M generated by r elements.
(ii) The bound dimP ′(x0) < r obtains.
Proof. Indeed, assume (i) (replacing X and Y if necessary). Say N is the
reduction ofM. Then the inclusion RN →֒ RM induces a finite surjective map
P ′ → P ′′. Hence dimP ′(x0) = dimP ′′(x0). However, dimP ′′(x0) < r because
N is generated by r elements. Hence (ii) holds.
Conversely, assume (ii). Then (i) follows, for example, from [20, (6.2)(iv),
p. 201] applied with R(M) for G and for M and with R(N ) for G′. (The
idea is simple. Condition (ii) implies that there are r hyperplanes in P ′ whose
intersection misses the fiber P ′(x0). Let N be the submodule of M generated
by the r elements corresponding to these hyperplanes, and Z the subspace of P ′
defined by the vanishing of these r elements. Then the central projection from
P ′ − Z to P ′′ restricts to a finite map over X −W where W is the image of Z.
Hence, after X and Y are replaced by neighborhoods of x0 and y0 if necessary,
N is a reduction of M, and the proof is complete.)
Theorem (1.8) (Specialization of integral dependence) Assume that X is
equidimensional, and that y 7→ e(y) is constant on Y . Let h be a section of E
whose image in E(y) is integrally dependent on the image of M for all y in a
dense Zariski open subset of Y . Then h is integrally dependent on M.
Proof. If y 7→ e(y) vanishes, then M = E by Part (1) of Proposition (1.5),
and so the assertion is trivial. Assume y 7→ e(y) is nonvanishing. Then, by Part
(2) of Proposition (1.5), the map S → Y is surjective, and (after X is replaced
by a neighborhood of x0 if necessary) there exists a reduction of M generated
by r elements. So Lemma (1.7) implies dimP ′(x0) < r.
Let H be the submodule of E generated by h and M. By hypothesis, for all y
in a dense Zariski open subset of Y , the image in E(y) ofM is a reduction of the
image of H. So, by Lemma (1.2), there is a smaller dense Zariski open subset of
Y over which M is a reduction of H. Therefore, Lemma (1.4) implies that M
is a reduction of H, and the proof is complete.
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2. The special fiber of the exceptional divisor
Preserve the setup of Section (1). Let Z denote the analytic subspace of P
defined by the sheaf of ideals in SE generated by M. Form the blowup B of
P with respect to Z, and the exceptional divisor D. The main result of this
section, Theorem (2.2), relates the condition dimD(y0) < r to the constancy on
Y of all the associated multiplicities ej(y) of the pair that (E ,M) induces on the
fiber X(y). The definition of the ej(y) is recalled below. In particular, e0(y) is
equal to e(y), whose constancy was studied in the last section, and part of that
study will be needed to prove Theorem (2.2). Not surprisingly, the constancy
of e(y) alone does not imply the constancy of all the ej(y); one instance where
it doesn’t is considered in Example (2.3). Half the content of Theorem (2.2) is
provided by Lemma (2.1), which gives a geometric description of a dense (Zariski)
open subset U of Y on which all the ej(y) are locally constant. In particular,
Lemma (2.1) provides, in a second way, the open set U needed in the proof of
Proposition (1.1).
In the case p = 1, there is only one possible nonzero associated multiplicity,
namely, e0(y). In this case, M is the ideal on X of S, and B is the blowup
of X along S. Theorem (2.2) says that, if X is equimultiple along S, then the
exceptional divisor is equidimensional over S (that is, if every fiber is empty
or has the minimal possible dimension d − 1), and the converse holds if Y is
smooth. A version of the latter was proved in 1969 by Hironaka (according to
Remark (2.6) in [28, p. 121]); a few years later, versions of the direct assertion
were proved by Teissier (in [34, 3.1, p. 327] and [38, I.1, p. 131, I.3, p. 133]) and
by Schikhoff (again according to [28, p. 121]).
The main new technical ingredient in this section is intersection theory. Denote
the first Chern classes of the tautological sheaves OP ′(1) and OP (1) by ℓ′ and
ℓ. Denote the blowup of P (y) with respect to Z(y) by By, and denote the
exceptional divisor by Dy. Finally, form the Segre numbers s
i(y) of Z(y) in
X(y):
si(y) :=
∫
ℓ′i−1ℓr−i[Dy] for i = 1, . . . , r.
Then ej(y) is defined as the sum of the first r − j of the si(y) in [20, (7.1),
p. 207]:
ej(y) =
∑r−j
i=1 s
i(y) for j = 0, . . . , r − 1.
(In fact, in [20, (7.1)], the sum starts with an additional term s0(y), but that
term clearly vanishes here.) With this definition,
e(y) = e0(y)
because of [20, (5.1), p. 191] and [20, (5.7), p. 207]. The projection formula with
respect to the map Dy → Z(y) yields
si(y) = 0 for i < d;
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in particular, er−d(y) = sd(y). All the ej(y) are constant if and only if all
the si(y) are. However, the ej(y) are upper semicontinuous, whereas the si(y)
needn’t be; see Example (2.3).
Lemma (2.1) Let U be the open subset of y in Y such that dimD(y) < r
and Y is smooth at y. Then on U all the functions y 7→ ej(y) and y 7→ si(y) are
locally constant.
Proof. For each y ∈ Y , the fiber B(y) contains the blowup By as a closed
subscheme, and the intersection D ∩ By is equal to the exceptional divisor Dy .
Hence the intersection product D · [By] is equal to the fundamental cycle [Dy].
Now, B(y)−D(y) is equal to By −Dy . So, if dimD(y) < r, then [B(y)] is equal
to [By], and D · [By] is equal to [D(y)]; hence
si(y) =
∫
ℓ′i−1ℓr−i[D(y)] for i ≥ 1.
If y ∈ U , then the embedding ιy: y →֒ Y is regular; so the operation of pullback
along ιy commutes with that of pushforth along the proper map D → Y . Hence,
y 7→ si(y) is constant on each connected component of U for i ≥ 1; compare
with [4, 10.2, p. 180]. The proof is now complete.
Theorem (2.2) Assume that X is equidimensional. If the function y 7→ ej(y)
is constant on Y for 0 ≤ j < p, then the central fiber D(y0) of the exceptional
divisor D of the blowup B of P is empty or has the minimal possible dimension,
r − 1. Furthermore, the converse holds if, in addition, Y is smooth at y0.
Proof. The converse follows immediately from Lemma (2.1), applied after Y
is replaced by U . So assume that ej(y) is constant on Y for all j. By way
of contradiction, suppose that D(y0) has a component D
′(y0) of dimension r or
more. Replacing X by a neighborhood of x0 if necessary, we may assume that x0
is the unique point of S(y0). ThenD(y0) = D(x0). By Proposition (1.5)(2), after
X and Y are replaced by neighborhoods of x0 and y0 if necessary, there exists a
reduction N ofM generated by r elements. So Lemma (1.7) yields dimP ′(x0) <
r. However, P ′(x0) contains the image of D
′(x0) under the projection of B onto
P ′. Hence the fibers of the map D′(x0)→ P ′(x0) all have dimension at least 1.
However, these fibers are embedded in P (x0) by the blowup map B → P for the
following reason: by definition of Z, its ideal sheaf is a quotient of the pullback
of M to P , and so the Rees algebra of the ideal sheaf is a quotient of RM;
correspondingly, B is embedded in P ′×P , and the second projection restricts to
the blowup map B → P . Now, if p = 1, then P = X , and so P (x0) can contain
no subspace of dimension at least 1. Thus, if p = 1, then the assertion holds.
The proof proceeds by induction on p. Suppose p > 1. Let g be a general
section of E := OpX . Set E
′ := E/g and let M′ denote the image of M. Then
E ′ is free of rank p − 1. Set Q := Projan(S(E ′)) and Z ′ := Z ∩ Q. Obviously
Z ′ is defined by the sheaf of ideals generated by M′. Since g is general, the
preimage of Q in B is equal to the blowup C of Q along Z ∩ Q, and D ∩ C
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is the exceptional divisor E, at least after Y is replaced by a neighborhood of
y0. Since the fibers of the map D
′(x0) → P ′(x0) have dimension at least 1 and
are embedded in P by the blowup map, it follows that Q must intersect these
fibers. Hence the fiber E(y0) has dimension r − 1 or more. For convenience,
denote the jth associated multiplicity of the pair that (E ′,M′) induces on X(y)
by e′j(y). Since g is general, it follows from [20, (7.1) and (7.2)(iv), pp. 207–8]
that e′j(y) is equal to ej+1(y) for 0 ≤ j ≤ r − 1 and for all y in a (Zariski) open
neighborhood of y0; replace Y by this neighborhood. By hypothesis, e
j+1(y) is
constant on Y . Hence y 7→ e′j(y) is constant. Thus the induction hypothesis is
contradicted, and so D′(y0) does not exist. The proof is now complete.
Example (2.3) Consider the example of Henry and Merle [14, p. 578–9]. In
it, the parameter space Y is the affine line C, and the total space X is cut out
of C4 × Y by two equations,
X : X21 +X
2
2 +X
2
3 + yX4 = 0, X
4
1 +X
4
2 +X
4
3 +X
2
4 = 0.
Set p := 2, and letM be the Jacobian module, the column space of the Jacobian
matrix with respect to the Xi. Henry and Merle proved that X is Whitney
equisingular along the Y -axis at the origin. Hence, by [8, 1.3, p. 211, 2.6, p. 215],
the function y 7→ e(y) is constant on Y . In fact, in the case at hand, it is not
hard to see via a direct computation that e(y) = 36 for all y.
On the other hand, e1(y) = 0 if y 6= 0 because, obviously, X(y) has embedding
dimension 3 at the origin. However, e1(0) 6= 0 because e1(0) is the multiplicity
of the ideal obtained by taking a generic linear combination of the rows of the
Jacobian matrix of X(0); in fact, it is easy to see that e1(0) = 4. Hence, by
Theorem (2.2), D(0) must have a “vertical” component. In fact, it is also not
hard to see that D(0) consists of two components, one of which maps onto the
fiber of P over the origin in X(0).
Finally, e(y) is equal to e1(y) + s3(y); so this sum is constant. On the other
hand, e1(y) is upper semicontinuous. Therefore, s3(y) is lower semicontinuous.
3. Integral dependence and strict dependence
In the next sections, we’ll study Whitney’s Condition A, Thom’s Condition Af ,
and Henry, Merle and Sabbah’s Condition Wf , which concern limiting tangent
hyperplanes at a singular point of a complex analytic space. To prepare further
for this study, in this section and in part of the next one, we’ll recall and develop
some material from [6] and [5]. In [34], Teissier made a similar study in the case
of families of hypersurfaces with isolated singularities, and his work has been a
model for ours.
Let (X, 0) be the germ of a complex analytic space, and E := OpX a free module
of rank p at least 1. Let M be a coherent submodule of E , and h a section of E .
Given a map of germs ϕ: (C, 0)→ (X, 0), denote by h ◦ϕ the induced section of
the pullback ϕ∗E , or Op
C
, and byM◦ϕ the induced submodule. Call h integrally
dependent (resp., strictly dependent) onM at 0 if, for every ϕ, the section h ◦ϕ
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of ϕ∗E is a section ofM◦ϕ (resp., of m1(M◦ϕ), where m1 is the maximal ideal
of 0 in C). The submodule of E generated by all such h will be denoted by M,
resp., by M† (the notation ‘M†’ is a change from [5]).
To check for integral (resp., strict) dependence, it suffices to use only those ϕ
whose image meets any given dense Zariski open subset of X . Indeed, if h ◦ϕ is
not a section of M◦ ϕ (resp., of m1(M◦ ϕ), then ϕ can be tweaked, preserving
this condition, so that the image of ϕ does meet the given open set (see the proof
of Prop. 1.7 on p. 304 in [6]).
Let N be a coherent submodule of M. Then M ⊂ N if and only if N is a
reduction ofM in the sense of Section 1 (after X is replaced by a neighborhood
of 0 if necessary). Indeed, the present definition of integral closure is taken from
[6, 1.3, p. 303]. This definition is shown, on the middle of p. 305 in [6], to be
equivalent to Rees’s definition [32, p. 435]. Hence, Theorem 1·5 in [32, p. 437]
yields the assertion.
The following result is a simple, but useful, observation.
Proposition (3.1) If N ⊂M ⊂ N , then M = N and M† = N †.
Proof. For any map ϕ: (C, 0)→ (X, 0), the hypothesis yields
N ◦ ϕ ⊂M◦ ϕ ⊂ N ◦ ϕ.
By definition, the third term is equal to the first. Hence the first term is equal
to the second. Therefore, the definitions yield the assertions.
The next result gives one useful connection between the notions of integral
dependence and strict dependence.
Proposition (3.2) Fix a set C of generators of M. Then the following con-
ditions on M and N are equivalent:
(i) N ⊂M†;
(ii) M⊂ N ′ for every coherent submodule N ′ ofM such that N+N ′ =M;
(iii) M⊂ N ′ for every submodule N ′ of M such that N ′ is generated by a
subset of C and N +N ′ =M.
Proof. Assume (i). To prove (ii), take any map ϕ: (C, 0)→ (X, 0). Then
M◦ ϕ = N ◦ ϕ+N ′ ◦ ϕ ⊂ m1(M◦ ϕ) +N
′ ◦ ϕ.
By Nakayama’s lemma,M◦ϕ = N ′ ◦ϕ. So (ii) holds. Trivially, (ii) implies (iii).
Finally, assume (i) fails. Then there exists a ϕ such that N ◦ϕ is not contained
in m1(M ◦ ϕ). Let h be a section of N such that h ◦ ϕ is not contained in
m1(M ◦ ϕ). Supplement h by elements of C to obtain a basis of the vector
space M ◦ ϕ
/
m1(M ◦ ϕ), or what is the same, a basis of M/mM where m is
the maximal ideal of 0 in OX . Let N ′ be the submodule of M generated by
these elements of C. Then, by Nakayama’s lemma, N +N ′ =M. Moreover, by
construction, h ◦ ϕ is not contained in N ′ ◦ ϕ. Thus (iii) fails, and the proof is
complete.
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The following lemma is a useful generalization of Proposition 1.6 in [5], and
the following proof is a little different.
Lemma (3.3) For a section h of E := OpX to be integrally dependent (resp.,
strictly dependent) on M at 0, it is necessary that, for all maps ϕ: (C, 0) →
(X, 0) and ψ: (C, 0)→ (Hom(Cp,C), λ) with λ 6= 0, the function ψ(h ◦ ϕ) on C
belong to the ideal ψ(M◦ ϕ) (resp., to m1ψ(M◦ ϕ)).
Conversely, it is sufficient that this condition obtain for every ϕ whose image
meets any given dense Zariski open subset of X. Furthermore, if 0 lies in the
cosupport Supp(E/M) of M, then it is sufficient that the condition obtain for
every such ϕ and for every ψ that carries M◦ ϕ into m1.
Proof. The first assertion follows directly from the definitions.
Conversely, given any ϕ, (after X is replaced by a neighborhood of 0 if nec-
essary) there exists a basis e1, . . . ep for ϕ
∗E such that M ◦ ϕ is equal to the
submodule generated by tn1e1, . . . , t
nrer for suitable integers ni and r, where t
is the coordinate function on C. Say h ◦ ϕ expands as a1e1 + · · ·+ apep. Then
clearly h ◦ϕ is a section of M◦ ϕ (resp., of m1(M◦ ϕ)) if and only if ai = bit
ni
(resp., ai = bit
ni+1) for a suitable bi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r and ai = 0 for r < i ≤ p.
Form the dual basis e′1, . . . , e
′
p. Then ai = e
′
i(h◦ϕ) for all i. Moreover, e
′
i(M◦ϕ)
is equal to the ideal generated by tni for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and to 0 for r < i ≤ p.
Hence h ◦ ϕ lies in M◦ ϕ (resp., in m1(M◦ ϕ)) if (and only if) the condition
obtains for the p maps ψ corresponding to e′1, . . . , e
′
p, and for each of these ψ,
obviously λ 6= 0. Thus the second assertion holds.
Suppose 0 ∈ Supp(E/M). Then either r = p and nj > 0 for some j, or r < p.
Suppose first r < p. Fix i with r < i ≤ p, and let ψ correspond to e′i. Then the
condition implies that ai = 0. Now, fix i with 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and let ψ correspond
to te′i + e
′
r+1. Then λ 6= 0, and ψ carries M◦ ϕ into m1. The condition implies
that tai = bit
ni+1 (resp., tai = bit
ni+2) for some bi. Thus the third assertion
holds when r < p.
Suppose r = p. Reorder the ei so that ni ≤ ni+1 for each i. Say nj = 0, but
nj+1 > 0. Fix i with j < i ≤ p, and let ψ correspond to e′i. Then λ 6= 0, and ψ
carriesM◦ϕ into m1. The condition implies that ai = bitni (resp., ai = bitni+1)
for some bi. Now, fix i with 1 ≤ i ≤ j. Then ni = 0, so ai = aitni . Thus h is
integrally dependent on M at 0.
To handle strict dependence, let ψ correspond to te′i + e
′
j+1. Then λ 6= 0, and
ψ carries M◦ ϕ into m1. The condition implies that tai + aj+1 = bi(t+ tnj+1)
for some bi. Now, nj+1 > 0 and aj+1 = bj+1t
nj+1+1. Hence, ai = b
′
it
ni+1 for a
suitable b′i. Thus the third assertion holds, and the proof is complete.
It is often convenient to work on the space P of Section 1; obviously, P =
X × Pp−1 since E := OpX . The section h of E and the submodule M of E
generate ideals on P ; denote them by ρ(h) and ρ(M). Note that ρ(h) is locally
principal. The next result gives a translation of the two notions of dependence
into this context, thereby reducing the study of dependence on the module M
on the germ (X, 0) to that of the ideal ρ(M) on the more global space P .
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Proposition (3.4) A necessary and sufficient condition for a section h of E
to be integrally dependent (resp., strictly dependent) on M at 0 is that, at each
point of V(ρ(M)) lying over 0 ∈ X, a generator of ρ(h) be integrally dependent
(resp., strictly dependent) on ρ(M).
Proof. To give a map φ: (C, 0) → (P, (0, l)) is the same as to give a pair of
maps ϕ: (C, 0) → (X, 0) and ψ: (C, 0)→ (Hom(Cp,C), λ) where λ corresponds
to l (although ψ is determined only up to multiplication by a function that
doesn’t vanish at 0 ∈ C). Hence, the assertion follows from Lemma (3.3).
It is also convenient to work with the normalized blowup, with its structure
map,
π:NBρ(M)(P )→ P,
and with its exceptional divisor E. (After replacing X by a neighborhood of 0
if necessary, we may assume that each component of E meets the fiber over 0.)
The next result relates the two notions of dependence to vanishing of the ideal
ρ(h) ◦ π on the components of E.
Proposition (3.5) Let h be a section of E , and Y a closed analytic subset of
the image of E in X.
(1) A necessary and sufficient condition for h to be integrally dependent on
M at 0 is that, along each component of E, the ideal ρ(h) ◦ π vanish to order at
least the order of vanishing of ρ(M) ◦ π.
(2) A necessary and sufficient condition for h to be strictly dependent on M
at every y ∈ Y is that, along each component V of E, the ideal ρ(h)◦π lie in the
product I(Y, V )ρ(M)◦π, where I(Y, V ) denotes the ideal of the reduced preimage
of Y in V ; in particular, if V projects into Y , then this condition simply requires
the ideal ρ(h) ◦ π to vanish to order strictly greater than the order of vanishing
of ρ(M) ◦ π.
Proof. Consider (1). Proposition (3.4) reduces the assertion to the case of an
ideal, and this case is treated in [40,p. 330, 1.4 Prop. 2].
Consider (2). At each b ∈ V , the ideal ρ(M)◦π is generated by a single section
g ◦ π where g is a suitable section of M, and the ideal ρ(h) ◦ π is generated by
a multiple k(ρ(g) ◦ π) where k is a meromorphic function. In these terms, the
condition in (2) says that k is holomorphic and vanishes at b if b projects into
Y .
Hence the condition in (2) holds if and only if, for every map
β: (C, 0)→ (NBρ(M)(P ), b)
such that φ := π ◦ β is not constant and such that the image of β meets the
complement of V(ρ(M)), the function k ◦ β vanishes at 0 ∈ C. Now, ρ(h) ◦ φ is
generated at 0 by (k◦β)(g ◦φ) if k is holomorphic; moreover, k is holomorphic, if
h is integrally dependent onM at image of b by (1). Furthermore, we can factor
any map φ: (C, 0) → (P, (y, l)) through NBρ(M)(P ). Therefore, the assertion
follows from Proposition (3.4).
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4. Whitney’s Condition A
In this section, we use the theory developed in the preceding sections to study
Whitney’s Condition A. After introducing the setup, we prove a lemma, which
relates limit tangent hyperplanes with the notions of strict dependence and inte-
gral dependence; the statement and proof are, more or less, found in Section 2 of
[5]. Then we prove the main result of the section, Theorem (4.2), which asserts
that Whitney’s Condition A holds under the constancy of certain Buchsbaum–
Rim multiplicities on the fibers. Finally, we illustrate the theorem with two
examples.
Let (X, 0) be a complex analytic subgerm of (Cn, 0) defined by the vanishing
of a map of germs F : (Cn, 0)→ (Cp, 0). Call the OX -submodule of the normal
module to X in Cn generated by all the partial derivatives of F the (absolute)
Jacobian module of F , and denote it by JM(F ); more precisely, JM(F ) is the
image of the canonical map,
HomX(Ω
1
Cn
|X,OX)→HomX(I/I
2,OX),
where I is the ideal ofX inCn. Since I is generated by the p coordinate functions
of F , the displayed map is given by the Jacobian matrix DF , and JM(F ) is
simply the submodule of the free module OpX generated by the columns of DF .
Note in passing that this module OpX contains the target HomX(I/I
2,OX),
which is an abstract OX -module and is known as the normal module of X in
Cn, but the embedding depends on the choice of the p generators of I; moreover,
this embedding is an isomorphism if X is a complete intersection of codimension
p, but not in general.
Given an analytic map germ g: (Cn, 0) → (Cl, 0), let JM(F )g denote the
submodule of JM(F ) generated by the “partials” ∂F/∂v for all vector fields v
on Cn tangent to the fibers of g, that is, for all v that map to the 0-field on Cl;
call JM(F )g the relative Jacobian module with respect to g. For example, if g
is the projection onto the space of the last l variables of Cn, then JM(F )g is
simply the submodule generated by all the partial derivatives of F with respect
to the first n− l variables.
Call a hyperplane in Cn through 0 a limit tangent hyperplane of (X, 0) if it
is the limit of hyperplanes tangent to X at nonsingular points approaching 0
along an analytic arc. Now, let (S, 0) be a smooth subgerm of (Cn, 0) defined
by the vanishing of a map of germs g: (Cn, 0) → (Cl, 0) with l = n −m where
m := dimS, and let T0S denote its tangent space at 0. Finally, denote the
singular locus of X by Σ.
The following lemma describes the limit tangent hyperplanes in general and
those that contain T0S in particular in terms of Jacobian modules. The lemma
and its proof are, more or less, the statement and proof of Theorem 2.4 of [5].
Lemma (4.1) Preserve the conditions above.
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(1) A hyperplane H, defined by the vanishing of a linear function h:Cn → C,
is a limit tangent hyperplane of (X, 0) if and only if JM(F )h is not a reduction
of JM(F ).
(2) No hyperplane containing T0S is a limit tangent hyperplane of (X, 0) if
JM(F )g is a reduction of JM(F ).
(3) Every limit tangent hyperplane of (X, 0) contains T0S — in other words,
the pair (X −Σ, S) satisfies Whitney’s Condition A at the origin — if and only
if JM(F )g is contained in JM(F )
†.
Proof. A hyperplane M is a limit tangent hyperplane of (X, 0) if and only if
there exist maps ϕ(t): (C, 0)→ (X, 0) and ψ(t): (C, 0)→ (Hom(Cp,C), λ) with
λ 6= 0 such that ϕ(t) is a nonsingular point of X for t 6= 0 and such that, for a
suitable k, the limit,
lim
t→0
(1/tk)
(
ψ(t)DF (ϕ(t))
)
,
exists and is a conormal vector to M . This condition means that, given a vector
field v on Cn, the vector v(0) lies in M if and only if
ψ(t)DF (ϕ(t))v(ϕ(t)) ∈ m1
(
ψ(t)JM(F ) ◦ ϕ(t)
)
,
where m1 is the maximal ideal of 0 in C. Obviously, DF (ϕ(t))v(ϕ(t)) is equal
to (∂F/∂v) ◦ ϕ(t). Hence, v(0) ∈M if and only if
ψ(t)(∂F/∂v) ◦ ϕ(t) ∈ m1(ψ(t)JM(F ) ◦ ϕ(t)). (4.1.1)
Consider (1). If the vector field v is tangent to the fibers of h, then v(0) ∈ H,
and every vector in H is a v(0) for some such v. Hence, if H = M , then (4.1.1)
holds for every v tangent to the fibers of h; whence, JM(F )h is not a reduction of
JM(F ), thanks to Lemma (3.3) applied with ∂F/∂v for h and with JM(F ) for
M. Conversely, if JM(F )h is not a reduction of JM(F ), then, by Lemma (3.3),
there exists a pair of maps ϕ(t) and ψ(t) such that (4.1.1) holds for every v
tangent to the fibers of h; whence, the corresponding M contains every vector
in H, and so M = H. Thus (1) holds.
Consider (2) and (3). Since S is smooth and l = n − m, the germ g is
a submersion. Hence, if the vector field v is tangent to the fibers of g, then
v(0) ∈ T0S, and every vector in T0S is a v(0) for some such v. If JM(F )g is
a reduction of JM(F ), then (4.1.1) fails for some such v by Lemma (3.3), and
therefore v(0) /∈ M ; thus (2) holds. Finally, (4.1.1) implies that v(0) lies in
every limit tangent M if and only ∂F/∂v is contained in JM(F )†, thanks to
Lemma (3.3); thus (3) holds. The proof of the lemma is now complete.
The following theorem gives a sufficient fiberwise numerical criterion for the
condition to hold. The proof involves a delicate interplay among the absolute
and two relative Jacobian modules of F .
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Theorem (4.2) Let Y := Cm be the space of the first m coordinates in
Cn where 1 ≤ m < n, and set l := n −m. Assume that, under the projection
r:Cn → Y , the subspace X of Cn becomes the total space of a family of complete
intersections X(y) of codimension p defined by the maps F (y):Cl → Cp given by
F (y)(z) := F (y, z). Assume that the X(y) have isolated singularities, which trace
out the smooth subgerm (S, 0) of (X, 0). Finally, let ej(y) be the jth associated
Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity of the Jacobian module JM(F (y)) in Op
X(y), and
assume that the function y 7→ ej(y) is constant on (Y, 0) for 0 ≤ j < p. Then
(X − S, S) satisfies Whitney’s Condition A along S.
Proof. Form the ideal ρ(JM(F )r) on X × Pp−1, form the corresponding
normalized blowup, and form its exceptional divisor E. Then every component
of E projects onto Y ; indeed, this conclusion follows from Theorem (2.2) because,
by hypothesis, the functions y 7→ ej(y) are constant.
Since S is smooth of dimension m, there is a map germ g: (Cn, 0) → (Cl, 0)
such that (S, 0) = (g−10, 0). Moreover, by the generic Whitney lemma, Whit-
ney’s Condition A holds on a dense Zariski open subset U of S. Hence, for
s ∈ U ,
JM(F )g ⊂ JM(F )
† at s (4.2.1)
by Proposition (4.1). Replacing U by a smaller subset, we may assume that the
map S → Y is unramified at s. Then, at s, the sum JM(F )g + JM(F )r is all
of JM(F ). Hence, at s,
JM(F ) ⊂ JM(F )r
by (i)⇒(ii) of Proposition (3.2).
Hence, this inclusion holds everywhere on X by Proposition (3.5)(1) since
every component of E projects onto Y ; apply the proposition twice, first the
necessity assertion with U for Y , and then the sufficiency assertion. (In fact,
here we could appeal to Theorem (1.8) instead, and thus use only the constancy
of e0(y); however, the constancy of all the ej(y) is used in an essential way in
the next paragraph.) Therefore, by Proposition (3.1),
JM(F )† = JM(F )†r (4.2.2)
everywhere on X .
Again, since every component of E projects onto Y , Proposition (3.5)(2) im-
plies that the inclusion,
JM(F )g ⊂ JM(F )
†
r,
holds everywhere on S because it holds on U by virtue of (4.2.1) and (4.2.2).
Therefore, again by virtue of (4.2.2), the inclusion (4.2.1) holds along S. Con-
sequently, Proposition (4.1) implies that the pair (X − S, S) satisfies Whitney’s
Condition A along S, and the proof is complete.
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Example (4.3) The fiberwise numerical criterion of Theorem (4.2), although
sufficient, is not necessary. In fact, it is impossible to have a necessary and
sufficient numerical criterion for Whitney’s Condition A that depends only on the
members of the family. This observation was made by Trotman [41, Prop. 5.1,
p. 147] on the basis of the following example of his:
X : wa = ybvc + vd
and S is the y-axis. Here, different values of b can give essentially different
parameterizations of the same collection of plane curves. Trotman determined
when Whitney’s Condition A is satisfied, and when it isn’t.
Let’s look, from our point of view, at a special case of Trotman’s example, the
“Whitney umbrella of type b,”
X : w2 − v3 + v2yb = 0.
Since X is the total space of a one-parameter family of plane curves, m = 1 and
l = 2 and p = 1; furthermore, e0(y) is simply the (ordinary) multiplicity of the
Jacobian ideal. Here, X(y) is a nodal cubic for y 6= 0, and X(0) is a cuspidal
cubic. So e0(0) = 3 and e0(y) = 2 for y 6= 0, as is easy to check. Finally, it is
well known that Whitney’s Condition A is satisfied if b ≥ 2, but not if b = 1.
This fact will now be checked as an illustration of the use of Lemma (4.1)(3).
Set F := w2 − v3 + v2yb. Let g: (C3, 0) → (C2, 0) be the projection onto the
(w, v)-plane. Then JM(F )g is generated by the partial derivative ∂F/∂y, and
so we have to show that ∂F/∂y ∈ JM(F )† holds if b ≥ 2, but fails if b = 1. So
consider a map ϕ(t): (C, 0)→ (X, 0), say with coordinate functions,
w(t) = αti + · · · , v(t) = βtj + · · · , y(t) = γtk + · · · ,
with i, j, k > 0. Since DF = (2w, v(3v+2yb), bv2yb−1), we’re asking about the
condition,
2j + (b− 1)k > min(i, 2j + j′), (4.2.3)
where j′ ≥ 0 and j′ = 0 unless j = bk and 3β + 2γb = 0. We have to establish
this condition if b ≥ 2, and show that it fails if b = 1 for a suitable choice of
ϕ(t). Now,
α2t2i + · · · = (β2t2j + · · ·)(βtj − γbtbk + · · ·). (4.2.4)
So there are three cases to consider. First, suppose that j > bk. Then (4.2.4)
implies that 2i = 2j + bk < 3j. So i < 3j/2. So (4.2.3) holds for any b ≥ 0.
Second, suppose either that j < bk or that j = bk and β 6= γb. Then (4.2.4)
implies that 2i = 3j. So i = 3j/2. So again (4.2.3) holds for any b ≥ 0. Finally,
suppose that j = bk and β = γb. If b ≥ 2, then (4.2.3) holds because k > 0 and
j′ = 0. However, if b = 1, then (4.2.3) need not hold. For instance, (4.2.3) does
not hold if
w(t) = t2, v(t) = t, y(t) = t− t2,
although (4.2.4) does hold. Thus Whitney’s Condition A is satisfied if b ≥ 2,
but not if b = 1.
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Example (4.4) In Theorem (4.2), the smooth subgerm (S, 0) of (X, 0) is
customarily taken to be the plane of the first m variables, but it needn’t be.
In fact, the projection of (S, 0) onto (Y, 0) may be allowed to ramify at 0. For
example, suppose that X is defined as follows:
X : (w2 − y)2 − x2 = 0.
Then X(y) is a binodal quartic for y 6= 0 and X(0) is a tacnodal quartic. More-
over, S is the parabola,
S : w2 = y, x = 0.
It is easy to check that e(y) = 4 for all y. Hence, by Theorem (4.2), Whitney’s
Condition A is satisfied. In fact, it is obvious geometrically that the condition
is satisfied. Indeed, X = X+ ∪X− where
X+ : (w
2 − y) + x = 0 and X− : (w
2 − y)− x = 0.
The two components X+ and X− are smooth, and they meet transversally along
their intersection, which is S. Therefore, each limit tangent hyperplane at 0 is
either the tangent plane to X+ or that to X−, so contains the tangent line to S.
5. Thom’s Condition Af
In this section, we use the theory developed in Sections 2 to 4 to study Thom’s
Condition Af . After introducing the setup, we prove a lemma, which is similar
to Lemma (4.1), and relates limit tangent hyperplanes to level hypersurfaces
with the notions of strict dependence and integral dependence. Then we prove
a generalization of the Leˆ–Saito theorem. Finally, we prove some variations of a
special case of a recent result of Brianc¸on, Maisonobe and Merle’s.
Let (X, 0) be a complex analytic germ defined by the vanishing of a map of
germs F : (Cn, 0) → (Cp, 0) with p ≥ 0; if p = 0, then F = ∅ and X = Cn. Let
f : (Cn, 0)→ (C, 0) be the germ of a complex analytic function. Form the p+ 1
by n matrix D(F ; f) by augmenting the Jacobian matrix DF at the bottom with
the gradient df . Call the submodule of the free module Op+1X , generated by the
columns of D(F ; f), the augmented Jacobian module and denote it by JM(F ; f).
More intrinsically, JM(F ; f) may be viewed as follows. Identify (X, 0) with
the graph of f |(X, 0), which is a germ in (Cn+1, 0). This germ is defined by the
vanishing of the map G: (Cn+1, 0) → (Cp+1, 0) whose components are F and
f − z, where z is the last coordinate function on (Cn+1, 0). Then JM(F ; f) =
JM(G)z; that is, they are the same submodule of O
p+1
X . Now, JM(G)z depends
only on the (abstract) normal module of the graph of f |(X, 0), not on the choice
of generators of this module (nor on the choice of coordinates on Cn); see the
beginning of Section 4. Thus JM(F ; f) depends only on the restriction f |(X, 0);
in other words, a second function germ on (Cn, 0) with the same restriction as f
gives rise to the same augmented Jacobian module, viewed as a submodule of the
normal module of the graph. Moreover, given F and f , this normal module may
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be viewed as a submodule of the free module Op+1X , and the latter two modules
are equal if X is a complete intersection of codimension p.
Given an analytic map germ g: (Cn, 0) → (Cl, 0), let JM(F ; f)g denote the
submodule of JM(F ; f) generated by the columns of “partial derivatives” with
respect to the vector fields on Cn tangent to the fibers of g; in other words,
JM(F ; f)g := JM(G)(g,z),
where (g, z): (Cn+1, 0) → (Cl+1, 0) has components g, z. Call JM(F ; f)g the
the relative augmented Jacobian module with respect to g.
If p = 0, or F = ∅, then write JM(; f) and JM(; f)g for JM(F ; f) and
JM(F ; f)g. Then JM(; f) is simply the ideal on C
n generated by all the partial
derivatives of f , and JM(; f)g is the subideal generated by the “partials” with
respect to the vector fields on Cn tangent to the fibers of g.
Call a hyperplane in Cn through 0 a limit tangent hyperplane of the fibers (or
level hypersurfaces) of f |X if it is the limit of hyperplanes tangent to the fibers of
f |X at points where f |X is a submersion and that approach 0 along an analytic
arc. Now, let (S, 0) be a smooth subgerm of (Cn, 0) defined by the vanishing of a
map of germs g: (Cn, 0)→ (Cl, 0) with l = n−m where m := dimS, and let T0S
denote its tangent space at 0. Assume that f |X is a submersion on the smooth
locus of X − S. The following lemma describes the limit tangent hyperplanes of
the fibers of f |X in general and those that contain T0S in particular in terms of
augmented Jacobian modules.
Lemma (5.1) Preserve the conditions above.
(1) A hyperplane H, defined by the vanishing of a linear function h:Cn → C,
is a limit tangent hyperplane of the fibers of f |X if and only if JM(F ; f)h is not
a reduction of JM(F ; f).
(2) No hyperplane containing T0S is a limit tangent hyperplane of the fibers
of f |X if JM(F ; f)g is a reduction of JM(F ; f).
(3) Every limit tangent hyperplane of the fibers of f |X contains T0S — in
other words, the pair (X − S, S) satisfies Thom’s Condition Af at the origin —
if and only if JM(F ; f)g is contained in JM(F ; f)
†.
Proof. With (F, f) in place of F , the proof is essentially the same as that of
Proposition (4.1), because of the following observation: at a nonsingular point x
of X , the Jacobian matrix of (F, f) has maximal rank because x is not a critical
point of f |X ; moreover, the row space of the matrix is the conormal module in
Cn to the fiber through x of f |X .
Parameswaran [31] generalized the Leˆ–Ramanujam theorem [23, Thm. 2.1,
p. 69] from a family of hypersurfaces to a family of germs with isolated complete-
intersection singularities (ICIS germs) as follows. To an ICIS germ (X, 0), he
associated [31, Def. 1, p. 324] the sequence of numbers,
µ∗ := µ0, µ1, . . . , µk,
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where k is the embedding codimension and where µi is the smallest Milnor
number of any ICIS germ that serves as the total space of a flat deformation of
(X, 0) with a smooth parameter space of dimension i. Parameswaran noted [31,
Rmk., p. 324] that µk = 0 and that µi > 0 for i < k. Given a chain (or nested
sequence) of deformations (Xi, 0)→ (Yi, 0) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k such that each Yi is of
dimension i, call the chain µ∗-minimal if the Milnor number of (Xi, 0) is equal
to µi.
Parameswaran proved [31, Lem. 3, p. 325] that there exists a µ∗-minimal chain
where each Yi is smooth. He said [31, Def. 6, p. 331] that two ICISs have the
same topological type if each has a µ∗-minimal chain such that the two chains are
embedded homeomorphic, and he proved that this notion does not depend on
the choice of chains. Finally, Parameswaran proved [31, Thm. 2, p. 332] that, in
a family of ICISs of dimension other than 2, the topological types of the members
are the same if their µ∗-sequences are the same; this is his generalization of the
Leˆ–Ramanujam theorem.
Our next result stands to the Leˆ–Saito theorem [24, Thm., p. 793] as Parame-
swaran’s result stands to the Leˆ–Ramanujam theorem; in fact, our result also
asserts the converse to the Leˆ–Saito theorem, and generalizes it. Consider a
family of ICIS germs, (X, 0) → (Y, 0) with section σ(Y, 0) → (X, 0) where Y is
smooth, and let k be the embedding codimension of (X(0), 0). Parameswaran
constructed a chain of deformations (Xi, 0) → (Yi, 0) of the family, with 1 ≤
i ≤ k, such that Yi/Y is smooth of relative dimension i and such that the fibers
(Xi(0), 0)→ (Yi(0), 0) over 0 ∈ Y form a µ∗-minimal chain (see the beginning of
the proof of [31, Thm. 2, p. 332]). Call such a chain a Parameswaran chain if in
addition, for each y ∈ Y in a neighborhood of 0, the fibers (Xi(y), 0)→ (Yi(y), 0)
over y ∈ Y form a µ∗-minimal chain. Parameswaran also noted that the latter
condition holds if the µ∗-sequence of X(y) is constant in y on a neighborhood of
0 in Y .
Fix a Parameswaran chain. Then µk = 0; so (Xk, 0) may be identified with
(Cn, 0) where n := dimXk. For convenience, set X0 := X and Y0 := Y . For
0 ≤ i < k, let fi: (Xk, 0) → (C1, 0) be a function that cuts Xi out of Xi+1.
Finally, let S denote the singular locus of X . Then, for i < k, the singular locus
of Xi is also S, and fi|Xi+1 is a submersion off S. Moreover, the image of Y
under σ lies in S, and S is finite over Y .
Theorem (5.2) In the above setup, the pair
(
Xi+1 − σ(Y ), σ(Y )
)
satisfies
Thom’s Condition Afi at the origin for 0 ≤ i < k if and only if the µ∗-sequence
of (X(y), 0) is constant in y on a neighborhood of 0 in Y .
Proof. Let h:Xk → Y be the projection. For 0 ≤ i < k, set
Fi := (fk−1, . . . , fi+1) and Mi := JM(Fi; fi)h ⊂ O
k−i
Xi+1
,
and let Ji be the zeroth Fitting ideal of O
k−i
Xi+1
/Mi. Then, by the theorem of
Leˆ [22, Thm. 3.7.1, p. 130] and Greuel [12, Kor. ,5.5, p. 263], the colength of the
induced ideal JiOXi+1(y),0 is equal to the sum of the Milnor numbers of the germs
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(Xi+1(y), 0) and (Xi(y), 0). Hence the colength is independent of y ∈ Y near 0
for all i if and only if the Milnor numbers are so, since the Milnor numbers are
upper semicontinuous by [29, bot. p. 126].
Now, Xi+1(y) has dimension d + i + 1 where d is the dimension of X(0),
and Mi is generated by d + k sections; hence, by virtue of some theorems of
Buchsbaum and Rim [3, 2.4, 4.3, 4.5], the colength of the ideal JiOXi+1(y),0
is equal to the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity, e(i, y) say, of the image of Mi
in Ok−i
Xi+1(y),0
. Therefore, since the chain is Parameswaran, the µ∗-sequence of
(X(y), 0) is independent of y near 0 if and only if, for each i, the multiplicity
e(i, y) is independent of y near 0.
The next part of the proof has some similarities with the beginning of the proof
of Theorem (4.2). Assume for the moment that S = σ(Y ). Since S is smooth,
there exists a map germ g: (Xk, 0) → (Cl, 0), where l := cod(S,Xk), such that
(S, 0) = (g−10, 0). Moreover, by [17, Thm. 1, p. 242], Thom’s Condition Afi is
satisfied by (Xi+1, S) at s for all s in some dense Zariski open subset Ui of S.
Hence, by Proposition (5.1), given s ∈ Ui,
JM(Fi; fi)g ⊂ JM(Fi; fi)
† at s, (5.2.1)
and this relation holds at s = 0 if and only if (Xi+1, S) satisfies Afi at 0. Since
the projection S → Y is an isomorphism, the sum JM(Fi; fi)g +Mi is all of
JM(Fi; fi). Hence, by Part (i)⇒(ii) of Proposition (3.2) and Proposition (3.1),
JM(Fi; fi) =Mi at s (5.2.2)
for s ∈ Ui, and this relation holds at s = 0 if (Xi+1, S) satisfies Afi at 0.
Now, assume that the pair
(
Xi+1 − σ(Y ), σ(Y )
)
satisfies Afi at 0 for each i;
in particular, this assumption means, by convention, that σ(Y ) is smooth, so
S = σ(Y ). Then, (5.2.2) holds at s = 0; soMi is a reduction of JM(Fi; fi) over
a neighborhood of 0 in Y . Hence the cosupport ofMi is just σ(Y ). Since Mi is
generated by the right number of sections, Proposition (1.5)(3) says that e(i, y)
is independent of y near 0, hence constant along σ(Y ). Therefore, by the first
paragraph, the µ∗-sequence of (X(y), 0) is independent of y near 0.
Conversely, assume that the µ∗-sequence of (X(y), 0) is independent of y near
0. Then so is the multiplicity e(i, y) for each i by the conclusion of the first
paragraph. Consider the multiplicity of the image of Mi in O
k−i
Xi+1(y)
; it is the
sum of the multiplicities at each point of the fiber Xi+1(y). So it is at least e(i, y),
and the two are equal at y = 0. However, the former is upper semicontinuous in
y by Proposition (1.1). Hence, the two are equal for all y near 0. Therefore, the
cosupport ofMi is equal to σ(Y ) over a Zariski open subset of Y , which we may
assume is all of Y . Hence S = σ(Y ). Hence Mi is a reduction of JM(Fi; fi)
over h(Ui) because (5.2.2) holds for s ∈ Ui. Therefore, Theorem (1.8) implies
that Mi is a reduction of JM(Fi; fi).
Form the ideal ρ(Mi) on Xi+1×Pk−i−1. Form the corresponding normalized
blowup, its structure map,
π:NBρ(Mi)(Xi+1 ×P
k−i−1)→ Xi+1 ×P
k−i−1,
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and its exceptional divisor E. Since Mi is a reduction of JM(Fi; fi), Proposi-
tion (3.5)(1) yields the inclusion,
ρ(JM(Fi; fi)g) ◦ π ⊂ ρ(Mi) ◦ π. (5.2.3)
Moreover, this inclusion is strict along each component of E that projects onto
S because (5.2.1) holds for s ∈ Ui. Finally, to complete the proof, it suffices,
by Proposition (5.1), to prove that the inclusion is strict along each remaining
component E1 of E.
Let D be the exceptional divisor of the blowup itself of Xi+1 ×Pk−i−1 along
ρ(Mi). Then E is the preimage of D. Since Mi has d+ k generators, D lies in
Pd+k−1 × S ×Pk−i−1. Now,
dimE1 = dim(Xi+1 ×P
k−i−1)− 1 = d+ k − 1 + dimY,
and dimS = dimY. Also, E1 does not project onto S. Hence E1 cannot project
onto a point of Pk−i−1. Therefore, if k = 1, then no such E1 can exist, and the
proof is complete in this case.
The proof proceeds by induction on k. Let L be a general hyperplane in
Pk−i−1. Then the intersection
Pd+k−1 ×Xi+1 × L
⋂
Bρ(Mi)(Xi+1 ×P
k−i−1)
is equal to the blowup B of Xi+1×L along the ideal ρ induced by ρ(Mi). Then
B contains the image b of a general point of E1 because L does. Choose a map
β: (C, 0) → (B, b) whose image does not lie entirely in the exceptional divisor,
and let
ϕ: (C, 0)→ (Xi+1, 0) and ψ: (C, 0)→ (Hom(C
k−i,C), λ)
be the maps arising from the composition of β and the structure map B →
Xi+1 ×Pk−i−1. If (5.2.3) is not strict along E1, then
ψ(ρ(JM(Fi; fi)g) ◦ ϕ) = ψ(Mi ◦ ϕ). (5.2.4)
Since L is general, it is spanned by k − i − 1 general points. These points
correspond to k − i − 1 general linear combinations gk−2, . . . , gi of the k − i
functions fk−1, . . . , fi, in fact, to combinations of the functions cutting the Yi
out of the Yi+1. These functions define a chain of deformationsX
′
j/Y
′
j for 0 ≤ j ≤
k−1 where X ′k−1 and Y
′
k−1 are Xk and Yk. For j < k−1, the singular locus of Xj
is S, and fj |Xj+1 is a submersion off S. Moreover, by the upper semicontinuity
of Milnor numbers, the chain is Parameswaran, and the µ∗-sequence of (X
′
i(y), 0)
is independent of y in a neighborhood of 0 in Y . Thus the induction hypothesis
applies. Set Gi+1 := (gk−1, . . . , gi+2). Then (5.2.4) becomes
ψ(ρ(JM(Gi+1; gi+1)g) ◦ ϕ) = ψ(ρ(JM(Gi+1; gi+1)h) ◦ ϕ).
However, this equation contradicts the induction hypothesis; indeed, thanks to
Lemma (3.3) and Proposition (5.1), the equation implies that Agi+1 is not satis-
fied by the pair (X ′i+1 − S, S) at 0. The proof is now complete.
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Brianc¸on, Maisonobe and Merle found a relation between Whitney’s Condi-
tion A and Thom’s Condition Af , while working at the level of the total space
[1, Thm. 4.2.1, p. 541]. In essence, they proved this. Consider a pair (X, Y )
consisting of an analytic subspace X of Cn, and a linear subspace Y contained
in X . Consider a function germ f : (Cn, 0)→ (C, 0). Set
Z := f−1(0) ∩X,
and assume that Z contains Y . If both X − Y and Z − Y are smooth, if both
pairs, (X −Y, Y ) and (Z −Y, Y ), satisfy Whitney’s Condition A along Y , if f is
submersive on X − Y , and if, given the germ of any linear retraction,
r: (Cn, 0)→ (Y, 0),
the restriction r|(X,Z, Y ) is stratified locally topologically trivial, then the pair
(X − Y, Y ) satisfies Thom’s Condition Af along Y .
Our next result, Theorem (5.3) shows that, when X is a complete intersection
and Y is its singular locus, then the condition of stratified triviality can be
replaced by a numerical condition, which is not only sufficient, but also necessary.
The numerical condition is this: for every r and for all y ∈ Y , the Buchsbaum–
Rim multiplicity,
e(r, y) := e
(
JM(F ; f)(r,y)
)
,
is defined and constant in y, where F : (Cn, 0) → (Cp, 0) defines X as a com-
plete intersection and where JM(F ; f)(r,y) stands for the image of JM(F ; f)r
in Op+1
(r−1(y)∩X),0
.
In Theorem (5.3), it is unnecessary to assume that Whitney’s Condition A
is satisfied. Moreover, in Corollary (5.4), we recover the original theorem of
Brianc¸on, Maisonobe and Merle for ICIS germs in a refined form: Condition A
need be satisfied simply at 0, and the topological trivializations of r|(X, Y ) and
r|(Z, Y ) need not be compatible.
Furthermore, when Condition A is satisfied simply by (Z − Y, Y ) at 0, then
a much weaker condition will do. It requires the constancy of e(r, y) only for a
single r. In other words, the condition depends only on the individual fibers of
r|X and not on how they fit together to form X . See Theorem (5.5). In fact,
Condition A is unnecessary here too, as Massey and the first author proved in
[9, (5.8)] after the present work was completed; see also [19] and [21, (1.7)].
The Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity e(r, y) is defined if and only if the ideal
JM(F ; f)(r,y) of OX,y has finite colength; hence, since X is a complete inter-
section, if and only if the germs of the fibers of the restriction r|Z have isolated
singularities. If so, then the germs of the fibers of the restriction r|X have
isolated singularities too, and the following Milnor numbers are defined:
µ((r−1(y) ∩X), 0) and µ((r−1(y) ∩ Z), 0).
These two Milnor numbers sum to e(r, y) thanks to the theorem of Leˆ and
Greuel and some theorems of Buchsbaum and Rim; see the first paragraph of the
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proof of Theorem (5.2). Since the two Milnor numbers are upper semicontinuous
by [29, bot. p. 126], they are independent of y if and only if e(r, y) is so. Hence we
may reformulate the three results below that involve the independence of e(r, y)
by replacing this condition with the independence of the two Milnor numbers.
Theorem (5.3) In the setup of Brianc¸on, Maxisonobe and Merle described
above, assume that X is a complete intersection, and that both X−Y and Z−Y
are smooth. Then the critical set Σ(f) represents the same germ as Y , and
the pair (X − Y, Y ) satisfies Af at 0 if and only if, for every linear retraction
r: (Cn, 0) → (Y, 0), the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity e(r, y) is defined and is
independent of y for all y ∈ Y near 0.
Proof. To a certain degree, the proof is similar to those of Theorems (4.2)
and (5.2). Let g: (Cn, 0) → (Cl, 0) be a map germ such that (Y, 0) = (g−10, 0)
and l := cod(Y,Cn). Then, for all y in some dense Zariski open subset U of Y ,
the pair (X − Y, Y ) satisfies Af at y, and so
JM(F ; f)g ⊂ JM(F ; f)
† at y ∈ U
by Proposition (5.1)(3). Hence, for every retraction r, Proposition (3.2) implies
that JM(F ; f)r is a reduction of JM(F ; f) at y ∈ U .
Fix r, and assume that e(r, y) is defined and independent of y ∈ Y . Consider
the image of JM(F ; f)r in O
p+1
r−1(y)∩X
. It has finite colength for y = 0, so for all
y in a neighborhood of 0, which we may assume is all of Y . Since JM(F ; f)r
is generated by the right number of sections, Proposition (1.5)(3) yields the
constancy of its multiplicity. This multiplicity is the sum of the multiplicities at
each point of the fiber r−1(y)∩X . So it is at least e(r, y), and the two are equal
at y = 0. Hence, the two are equal for all y near 0. Therefore, the cosupport of
JM(F ; f)r is equal to Y . Since this cosupport, Σ(f), and Y are always nested,
the three are equal. In particular, Σ(f) represents the same germ as Y .
Therefore, Theorem (1.8) implies that JM(F ; f)r is a reduction of JM(F ; f)
everywhere. Hence Lemma (5.1)(1) implies that no hyperplane containing Ker r
is a limit tangent hyperplane of the fibers of f |X . Now, given a hyperplane
H that does not contain Y , there exists a retraction r:Cn → Y such that H
contains Ker r. Therefore, (X − Y, Y ) satisfies Thom’s Condition Af at the
origin.
Conversely, assume that Σ(f) represents the same germ as Y , and that the
pair (X − Y, Y ) satisfies Af at 0. Then JM(F ; f)g is contained in JM(F ; f)†
by Proposition (5.1)(3). Hence, for every retraction r, Proposition (3.2) implies
that JM(F ; f)r is a reduction of JM(F ; f) at 0. Since JM(F ; f)r is generated
by the right number of sections, Proposition (1.5)(3) yields the constancy of
e(r, y) for all y ∈ Y near 0. The proof is now complete.
Corollary (5.4) In the setup of Brianc¸on, Maisonobe and Merle described
above, assume that X is a complete intersection, that both X − Y and Z − Y
are smooth, and that both pairs (X − Y, Y ) and (Z − Y, Y ) satisfy Whitney’s
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Condition A at 0. Assume that, for every retraction r, the restrictions r|(X, Y )
and r|(Z, Y ) are topologically trivial. Then (X − Y, Y ) satisfies Af at 0.
Proof. We are about to prove that, after X is replaced by a smaller repre-
sentative, the Milnor numbers, µ((r−1(y) ∩ X), 0) and µ((r−1(y) ∩ Z), 0), are
independent of y. Hence, by the discussion just before Theorem (5.3), the
Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity e(r, y) is independent too. Hence the assertion
follows from Theorem (5.3).
Since (X − Y, Y ) satisfies A at 0, it follows that, over a sufficiently small
neighborhood of 0 in Y , the fibers of the restriction of r|X are smooth except
at points of Y . Indeed, reasoning as in the last paragraph of the proof of Theo-
rem (5.3), but using Lemma (4.1)(3) in place of Proposition (3.2), we find that,
on a sufficiently small neighborhood, JM(F )r is a reduction of JM(F ). Hence,
the cosupports of both these modules represent the same germ; otherwise, there
would be a map of germs ϕ: (C, 0)→ (X, 0) whose image lies in the former cosup-
port, but not in the latter, and then the pullbacks, JM(F )r ◦ϕ and JM(F ) ◦ϕ
would not be equal. However, the former cosupport is the singular locus Y of X ,
and the latter cosupport is the union of the singular loci of the fibers r−1(y)∩X
of r|X .
Let Φy be the Milnor fiber of r
−1(y) ∩ X , at its only singular point y. If y
is close enough to 0, then there is a short exact sequence of reduced integral
homology groups,
0→ H˜n−p(Φy)→ H˜n−p(Φ0)→ H˜n−p(r
−1(y) ∩X)→ 0;
it is obtained from a versal deformation of (X, 0), see the top of p. 121 in [29].
Hence, if the Milnor number of r−1(0)∩X is strictly greater than that of r−1(y)∩
X , then the first map cannot be surjective, and so r−1(y)∩X is not contractible.
Replacing X with a smaller representative, we may assume that r−1(0) ∩ X
is contractible by [29, (2.4)]. Then r−1(y) ∩ X is contractible too, since the
restriction r|(X, Y ) is topologically trivial. Therefore, the Milnor number of
r−1(y) ∩X is independent of y. Similarly, the Milnor number of r−1(y) ∩ Z is
independent of y for y near 0, and the proof is complete.
Theorem (5.5) In the setup of Brianc¸on, Maisonobe and Merle described
above, above, assume that X is a complete intersection, that both X − Y and
Z − Y are smooth, and that the (Z − Y, Y ) satisfies Whitney’s Condition A at
0. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) the critical set Σ(f) represents the same germ as Y , and the pair (X −
Y, Y ) satisfies Af at 0;
(ii) for every linear retraction r: (Cn, 0)→ (Y, 0), the Buchsbaum–Rim mul-
tiplicity e(r, y) is independent of y for all y ∈ Y near 0;
(ii′) for some linear retraction r: (Cn, 0)→ (Y, 0), the Buchsbaum–Rim mul-
tiplicity e(r, y) is independent of y for all y ∈ Y near 0.
Proof. Condition (i) implies (ii) by Theorem (5.3), and trivially (ii) implies
(ii′). So assume (ii′), and let’s prove (i). Note that the proof of Theorem (5.3)
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yields this: Σ(f) represents the same germ as Y , and no hyperplane containing
Ker(r) is a limit tangent hyperplane of the fibers of f |X . Now, in Pn−1, the
subspace of hyperplanes containing Ker(r) has dimension k−1 where k := dimY .
Since this subspace doesn’t meet the space of limit tangent hyperplanes of the
fibers of f |X , the latter space must have dimension at most n− k − 1.
We now use an observation due to D. Massey and M. Green (pers. com.). Form
the relative conormal variety C(X, f): by definition, it is the closure inCn×Pn−1
of the locus of the pairs (x,H) where x is a simple point of the level hypersurface
surface (f−1fx)∩X and H is a tangent hyperplane at x. Intersect C(X, f) with
the hypersurface (f−10)×Pn−1. Each component must have dimension at least
n−1 because C(X, f) has dimension n. Hence no component can project onto a
proper subset of Y ; otherwise, the fiber of C(X, f) over 0 would have dimension
at least n− k, but this fiber is simply the space of limit tangent hyperplanes of
the fibers of f |X , and so it has dimension at most n − k − 1 by the paragraph
above. Moreover, if (x,H) is a point of the intersection with x ∈ Z − Y , then
H must be tangent to Z because f is a submersion off Y by hypothesis. Thus,
each component of the intersection either surjects onto Y or lies in the conormal
variety C(Z); the latter is, by definition, the closure of the locus of the pairs
(x,H) where x is a simple point of Z and H is a tangent hyperplane at x.
By hypothesis, (Z, Y ) satisfies Whitney’s Condition A at 0; in other words,
the preimage of Y in C(Z) lies in C(Y ), the space of hyperplanes containing
Y . Moreover, for all y in a Zariski open subset of Y , the pair (X − Y, Y )
satisfies Af at y; in other words, the fiber C(X, f)(y) lies in C(Y ). Hence, any
irreducible subset of C(X, f) that projects onto Y must lie in C(Y ). Therefore,
each component of the intersection above lies in C(Y ). So C(X, f)(0) lies in
C(Y ); in other words, (X − Y, Y ) satisfies Af . The proof is now complete.
If Y has dimension 1, then we have the following version of Theorem (5.5). It
is a numerical criterion for Thom’s Condition Af , which involves only a single
retraction r and not Whitney’s Condition A.
Corollary (5.6) In the setup of Brianc¸on, Maisonobe and Merle described
above, assume that X is a complete intersection, that both X − Y and Z − Y
are smooth, and that Y has dimension 1. Assume that, for each hyperplane H
transverse to Y at the origin, the Milnor numbers of H ∩ Z and the Milnor
number of a general hyperplane slice are independent of H. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(i) the critical set Σ(f) represents the same germ as Y , and the pair (X −
Y, Y ) satisfies Af at 0;
(ii) for some linear retraction r: (Cn, 0)→ (Y, 0), the Buchsbaum–Rim mul-
tiplicity e(r, y) is independent of y for all y ∈ Y near 0;
(ii′) for every linear retraction r: (Cn, 0)→ (Y, 0), the Buchsbaum–Rim mul-
tiplicity e(r, y) is independent of y for all y ∈ Y near 0.
Proof. The hypothesis on the Milnor numbers is exactly what’s needed to
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conclude by Corollary 3.9 of [7] that Whitney’s Condition A holds for the pair
(Z − Y, Y ) at 0. The result now follows from Theorem (5.5).
Here is the idea behind the proof of Corollary 3.9 of [7]. Because Y has di-
mension 1, a hyperplane H : h = 0 that does not contain Y can intersect Y only
at 0. Now, [7] makes a study of the hyperplane sections of Z at 0 by hyperplanes
transverse to Y . On the basis the principle of specialization of integral depen-
dence, Theorem (1.8) above, it is shown in Proposition 2.7 and Theorem 3.3
of [7] that the hypothesis on the Milnor numbers implies that the submodule
JM(F, f)h is a reduction of JM(F, f) in O
p+1
Z,0 . Hence Lemma (4.1)(3) implies
that H is not a limiting tangent hyperplane to Z at 0.
6. The relative condition Wf
In this section, given a map germ f on (X, 0), we study the condition Wf .
It is a standard relative form of Whitney’s Condition B, and reduces to B, in
the form of Verdier’s Condition W [42, Sect. 1], when f is constant. In our first
result, X and f are arbitrary, but then we begin specializing as more hypotheses
are needed. In fact, we proceed to observe that Wf is a rather strong condition
unless f is a function germ, and from then on, we assume that f is a function.
Finally, in our last two result, we assume that X is the total space of a family
of ICIS germs.
Condition Wf generalizes Teissier’s condition of ‘c-equisingularity’ (see [26,
top, p. 550]). It strengthens Thom’s Condition Af , and so is sometimes called
the strict Thom condition. Although Wf is defined using Euclidean distances,
we prove in Proposition (6.1) that Wf is equivalent to a condition of integral
dependence on a modified Jacobian module, obtained by “vertical” differentia-
tion. Thus this module becomes the natural source for numerical invariants that
depend only on the members of a family X/Y , rather than on the total space
X .
The Thom–Mather second isotopy lemma readily implies that, if f is a noncon-
stant function and if Wf is satisfied, then the pair X, f is topologically right triv-
ial over Y . Indeed, Thom, Mather, Teissier, Verdier, and others introduced and
developed methods of integrating vector fields that yield this triviality. Namely,
we can lift to X a constant vector field tangent to Y so that the lift is corrugated
(Fr. rugueux), hence integrable, and is tangent to the fibers of f on X/Y , so that
the integral gives a continuous flow on X . If we choose the field carefully, we can
show that, after X is replaced by a neighborhood of 0, there is a homeomorphism
h:X(0) × Y → X such that fh = (f |X(0)) × 1Y , as required. Similarly, it is
possible to generalize the statements and proofs of Corollary 3.6 and Theorem
3.8 of [6].
Our main result, Theorem (6.4), characterizes Wf , when X is a family of ICIS
germs and f is a nonconstant function, in three ways: (1) by the constancy
of the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity of a modified Jacobian module, (2) by the
constancy of two sequences of Milnor numbers, and (3) by the fulfillment by
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two pairs, of the absolute Whitney conditions. The necessity of (3) is trivial; its
sufficiency is not new, but was established by Brianc¸on, Maisonobe and Merle
in [1, Thm. 4.3.2, p. 543] in a more general setting using a different approach.
We prove the theorem using Proposition (6.1) and Lemma (6.3). The latter
expresses the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity in (1) as the weighted sum of the
Milnor numbers. This lemma is proved using the polar multiplicity formula and
the relative polar transversality result of Henry and Merle. The latter is given
a new proof in Lemma (6.2), and this proof illustrates, for a second time, the
usefulness of Proposition (6.1) and of the methods of integral dependency.
A lemma similar to Lemma (6.3) is involved implicitly in the proof of one of
the main results, Theorem 1, in [8]. That proof does not rely on the principle of
specialization of integral dependence, our Theorem (1.8); indeed, the principle
had not yet been established. However, the principle yields a new proof of the
implication (iv)⇒(iii) of [8, Thm. 2], and this proof is in the spirit of Teissier’s
original proof [34] for the case of a hypersurface. In fact, the new proof is
simply a special case of the first part of the proof of the implication (iv)⇒(i) of
our Theorem (6.4); it is the case where f is constant (so vanishes). On the other
hand, (as the referee pointed out), it is possible to prove this implication in the
spirit of [8], using ordinary multiplicities of polar varieties.
To begin the formal discussion, fix a pair (X, Y ) consisting of a reduced equidi-
mensional analytic subspace X of Cn and a linear subspace Y of Cn contained
in X . Assume l > p+ q. Fix a map germ f : (Cn, 0)→ (Cq, 0) whose restriction
f |(Y, 0) is a submersion onto a smooth closed analytic subgerm of (Cq, 0), and
assume that there is a smooth, dense, and open analytic subset X0 of X such
that f |(X0, 0) is a submersion onto its image and has equidimensional fibers.
Recall from Definition 1.3.7 on p. 550 in [26] (compare [16, pp. 228–9]) that
(X0, Y ) satisfies the condition Wf at 0 if there exist a (Euclidean) neighborhood
U of 0 in X and a constant C > 0 such that, for all y in U ∩ Y and all x in
U ∩X0, we have
dist
(
TyY (f(y)), TxX(f(x))
)
≤ C dist(x, Y )
where TyY (f(y)) and TxX(f(x)) are the tangent spaces to the indicated fibers
of the restrictions f |Y and f |X . This condition depends only on the restrictions
F |X and f |X , and not on the embeddings of X into Cn and of f(X) into Cq.
Conditions like Wf , which are defined by analytic inequalities, often can be
re-expressed algebraically in terms of integral dependence. For Wf itself, this job
was done by Navarro in a 1980 unpublished manuscript according to Remarque
1.2(c) on p. 229 of [16]. Later the job was done in print by Leˆ and Teissier.
In Proposition 1.3.8 on p. 550 of [26], they translated Wf into a condition of
integral dependence between ideals on the relative conormal variety C(X, f),
whose definition was recalled in the proof of Theorem (5.5). We recover their
result below in Proposition (6.1).
Proposition (6.1) also gives another condition of integral dependence equiva-
lent to Wf , and this is the condition of importance to us here. It is the condition
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mentioned above, requiring that one modified Jacobian module be dependent on
another. Before we can state and prove the proposition formally, we must define
these modules precisely.
Say that (X, 0) is defined by the vanishing of F : (Cn, 0)→ (Cp, 0). Generaliz-
ing the constructions in Section 5 , form the corresponding augmented Jacobian
module JM(F ; f): namely, first form the p+q by n matrix D(F ; f) by augment-
ing the Jacobian of F at the bottom with the Jacobian of f ; then JM(F ; f) is the
OX -submodule of the free module O
p+q
X , generated by the columns of D(F ; f).
Say Cn = Cl × Y , and form the corresponding projections,
r:Cn → Y and g:Cn → Cl.
Form the corresponding relative augmented Jacobian modules,
JM(F ; f)r and JM(F ; f)g;
by definition, these are the submodules of JM(F ; f) generated by the partial
derivatives with respect to the first l variables on Cn and with respect to the
remaining n− l variables. Finally, let mY be the ideal of Y in Cn.
The abstract module JM(F ; f) is determined as a quotient of OnX , but not
as a submodule of Op+qX , by the (germ of the) embedding of X in C
n and by
the restriction X → S, where S is the image f(X) viewed as an abstract space.
Namely, JM(F ; f) is the unique torsion free quotient that restricts to the normal
sheaf on X0. So the submodules JM(F ; f)g and JM(F ; f)r too are determined
abstractly by X → S, given the splitting Cn = Cl × Y . Finally, it is clear from
its definition that the relative conormal variety C(Y, f) is determined by the
embedding of X in Cn and by the restriction X → S of f .
Proposition (6.1) In the setup above, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) the pair (X0, Y ) satisfies Wf at 0;
(ii) the module JM(F ; f)g is integrally dependent on mY JM(F ; f)r;
(ii′) the module JM(F ; f)g is integrally dependent on mY JM(F ; f);
(iii) along the preimage in C(X, f) of 0, the ideal of C(Y, f) ∩ C(X, f) is
integrally dependent on the ideal of the preimage of Y .
Proof. We’ll prove that (ii′) is equivalent to each of the other conditions.
First consider the notion of integral dependency involved in (ii) and (ii′); it is
defined abstractly in Section 1, but it can be treated as discussed in Section 3,
using the embedding of JM(F ; f) in Op+qX .
That (ii) implies (ii′) is trivial. Conversely, assume (ii′). Then JM(F ; f)g is
contained in the strict closure JM(F ; f)†. Hence JM(F ; f) is integrally depen-
dent on JM(F ; f)r by Prop. (3.2) because JM(F ; f) is the sum of JM(F ; f)r
and JM(F ; f)g. So mY JM(F ; f) is integrally dependent on mY JM(F ; f)r.
Thus (ii′) implies (ii).
To prove the equivalence of (i) and (ii′), let e1, . . . , en be a vector space basis
of Cn, and f1, . . . , fn−l one of Y . Then the matrix products D(F, f) ·ei generate
JM(F ; f), and the products D(F, f)g · fj generate JM(F ; f)g. Let y1, . . . , yl be
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a set of coordinate functions on Cl. Then the products ykD(F, f) · ei generate
mY JM(F ; f). So Proposition 1.11 on p. 306 of [6] says that (ii
′) holds if and
only if the following condition holds: there exist a neighborhood U ′ of 0 in X and
a constant C′ > 0 such that, for any ψ:U ′ → Hom(Cp+q,C) and any x ∈ U ′,
we have
supj |ψ(x) ·D(F, f)g(x) · fj | ≤ C
′ supi,k |yk(x)ψ(x) ·D(F, f)(x) · ei|.
The sup on the right is equal to
supk |yk(x)| supi |ψ(x) ·D(F, f)(x) · ei|.
Adjusting the constant C′, we may replace the inequality above by
‖ψ(x) ·D(F, f)g(x)‖ ≤ C
′ dist(x, Y )‖ψ(x) ·D(F, f)(x)‖.
Set u := ψ(x) · D(F, f)(x). Then this inequality holds if and only if, for every
unit vector v in TyY (f(y)), the following inequality holds:
|(u, v)| ≤ C′ dist(x, Y )‖u‖. (6.1.1)
Here, we may replace u by its complex conjugate.
If (i) holds, then the preceding inequality (6.1.1) holds with U ′ := U and
C′ := C, at least for an x in U ∩X0, because, by definition,
dist(A,B) := supu∈B⊥−{0}
v∈A−{0}
|(u, v)|
‖u‖‖v‖
.
By continuity, the inequality (6.1.1) also holds for an x in X −X0, because the
latter set is nowhere dense in X . Thus (i) implies (ii′).
Conversely, (ii′) implies (i). Indeed, given any x ∈ U ∩X0 and u ∈ B⊥ − {0}
where B := TxX(f(x)), there is a ψ:U
′ → Hom(Cp+q,C) such that ψ(x) is
equal to the conjugate of u; so we may take U := U ′ and C := C′.
Finally, the equivalence of (iii) and (ii′) follows from the version of Proposi-
tion (3.4) for integral dependence given in Remark (10.8)(ii) on p. 229 of [20].
In the latter, E is not necessarily locally free, but we take P := Projan(RE).
(The proof is entirely different, and does not involve any form of the valuative
criterion.) In the case at hand, take E to be JM(F ; f). Then P is just C(X, f).
The ideal of the preimage in P of Y is just ρ(mY JM(F ; f)) because mY is the
ideal of Y . Furthermore, ρ(JM(F ; f)g) is the ideal of C(Y, f)∩C(X, f), because
a hyperplane {w = 0} of Cn contains Y if and only if the coefficients of the last
n− l coordinate functions of w are zero, and because the functions corresponding
to these coefficients are given on C(X, f) by the columns of D(F, f)g. The proof
is now complete.
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Previous work on Wf has involved the central fiber of the exceptional divisor
of the blowup of the relative conormal variety C(X, f) along the preimage of Y .
For example, Henry, Merle and Sabbah proved in Conse´quence 2 on p. 234 of [16]
that, if this fiber is of minimal dimension and if Wf holds generically on Y , then
it also holds at 0. This conclusion also follows from Proposition (6.1); indeed,
if the fiber is of minimal dimension and if (iii) holds generically, then it also
holds at 0 by Bo¨ger’s celebrated criterion of integral dependence of ideals (see
[20, (10.9)] and [21, (1.4)] for the generalization of this criterion to modules).
Conversely, assume that f is a function or assume the more general condition of
the “absence of blowup in codimension 0” of Section 4 of [16]. Then the fiber
is of minimal dimension if Wf holds everywhere on Y . This converse follows
from The´ore`me 6.1 on p. 262 and Proposition 3.3.1 on p. 239 of [16]. Recently,
the first author found a new proof using generic plane sections and methods of
integral dependence; the details will appear elsewhere.
Unless f is a function (as it will be in our remaining three results), Wf is a
very strong condition. It implies that f is analytically right trivial already in
this case: X is Cn, the critical set Σ(f) of f is reduced and is defined by the
maximal minors of the Jacobian matrix D(f), and, for all y ∈ Y , the restriction
of the map germ f(y) : (Cl, 0) → (Cq, 0) to its critical set is a finite map onto
its discriminant. Indeed, say f is nontrivial. Then both these latter sets have
dimension q − 1. Moreover, as y varies, the union ΣY (f) of these critical sets
is equal to Σ(f), because ΣY (f) is the cosupport of JM(; f)r and Σ(f) is the
cosupport of JM(; f); furthermore, the second module is integrally dependent
on the first by Proposition (6.1). (In fact, (6.1) is stronger than necessary, and
(5.1) will do after it is generalized from a function to a map, a straightforward
job; thus, already Af implies the analytic triviality of f .)
Consider the map germ F := (f, r), with target (Cq × Y k, 0). The critical set
of F is just ΣY (f), and we just proved that the latter is equal to Σ(f). Since F
is finite on Σ(f), its discriminant, ∆(F ), is a set of codimension 1. Now, ∆(F )
projects onto the discriminant ∆(f), which is a proper subset of (Cq, 0). Hence
∆(F ) is equal to ∆(f) × Y . Now, Σ(F ) is smooth of dimension k + q − 1 on a
dense Zariski open subset U . Shrinking U if necessary, on U , the rank of D(F )
is k + q − 1, again because F is finite on its critical set. Hence, KerD(F ) is
transverse to Σ(f) on U . Therefore, because maximal minors define Σ(f) with
reduced structure, F is the unfolding of a Morse function at points of U . Hence,
by Theorem 1 on p. 726 of [2], F is analytically right trivial.
Next we turn to the transversality result. Let P be a linear space through
0 in Cn of codimension i say, with i ≤ dimX , and let Π be the relative polar
variety of f |X with P as pole. By definition, Π is the closure in X of the locus of
simple points x of the level hypersurface surface X(f(x)) such that there exists a
hyperplane that is tangent to X(f(x)) at x and that contains P . In other words,
Π is the projection to X of the preimage ν−1P ∗ where ν:C(X, f)→ Pn−1 is the
projection and P ∗ is the set of hyperplanes containing P . So, if P is general,
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then Π has dimension i− 1 + dimS.
Let π:Cn → Ci be a linear map with kernel P . Assume f is a nontrivial
function, and let Σ(f) be the critical locus of f (which includes the singular
locus of X). Then Π ∪ Σ(f) is cut out of X by the maximal minors of the
Jacobian matrix of the map Cn → Cp×Cq ×Ci with components F , f , and π.
Hence, if P is general and if dimΣ(f) < i, then Π is Cohen–Macaulay if X is.
Remarkably, although Π is defined using P , nevertheless the two spaces are
transverse at 0 if P is general and f is a nonconstant function. This is an
important result. Related results were proved in the absolute case (the case
where f is constant) by Teissier in [34, 2.7–2.9], in [35, Thm. 7, p. 623] and in
[37, Thm. 1, p. 269] for a hypersurface X , and by Leˆ and Teissier in [25, (4.1.8),
p. 569] for an arbitrary X . Teissier proved the relative result (where f is a
nonconstant function) for an arbitrary X in [39, pp. 40–41], deriving it from his
general idealistic Bertini theorem. This transversality result was also proved, at
about the same time, by Henry and Merle [13, Cor. 2, p. 195].
The general relative polar transversality result is reproved next in a new way,
using the theory of the Wf condition, especially Proposition (6.1) and the relative
generic Whitney lemma. The latter was proved by Navarro, according to Henry,
Merle, and Sabbah in Remarque 5.1.1 on p. 255 of [16], and they generalized it
(using the normalized blowup of C(X, f) along the preimage of Y in the spirit
of Hironaka and of Teissier) in their The´ore`me 5.1 on the same page.
Lemma (6.2) (Relative polar transversality) In the setup above, the relative
polar variety Π and its pole P are transverse at 0 if P is general and f is a
nonconstant function.
Proof. First note that the result is obvious if i = dimX , as then Π = X .
Now, consider the “Grassmann modification” X˜, which is formed as follows. Let
G be the Grassmann variety of all linear spaces of codimension i through 0 in
Cn, let C˜ be the tautological subbundle in Cn × G, and let α: C˜ → Cn and
β: C˜ → G be the projections. Set X˜ := α−1X and X˜0 := α−1X0. Then X˜0 is
smooth since X0 and α are smooth. Moreover, since i < dimX , the 0-section
0×G of C˜ lies in X˜ .
Set f˜ := f ◦α. Then f˜ |X0 is a submersion onto its image and has equidimen-
sional fibers because α is smooth with equidimensional fibers. Hence, since f˜ is a
function, by the relative generic Whitney lemma, W
f˜
is satisfied by (X˜0, 0×G)
at (0 × P ) if P lies in an appropriate dense Zariski open subset of G. Assume
P does so.
Proceeding via contradiction, assume that P and Π are not transverse at 0.
Then there is a curve φ: (C, 0)→ (Π, 0) tangent to P ; moreover, in view of the
definition of Π, we may assume that, for u 6= 0, we have φ(u) ∈ X0. Since
the projection C(X, f) → X is proper, φ lifts to a map germ φ′ from (C, 0)
to C(X, f) whose image lies in ν−1P ∗. So νφ′(u) represents a hyperplane Hu
containing P and, if u 6= 0, tangent to the fiber of f |X through φ(u). Let
h:Cn → C be a linear functional whose kernel is equal to H0. Then JM(F ; f)h
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is not a reduction of JM(F ; f) by Lemma (5.1)(i); in fact, the proof shows that
JM(F ; f)h ◦φ is not equal to JM(F ; f)◦φ. We’ll now prove that they are equal
since W
f˜
is satisfied; then we’ll have a contradiction.
In Cn, choose an i-dimensional linear space T through 0 and transverse to
P . Then the various i-codimensional spaces transverse to T form a Zariski
neighborhood of P ∈ G, which we may identify with Hom(Ci,Cn−i). In coordi-
nates, a matrix (aµ,ν) corresponds to the i-codimensional space with equations
tµ =
∑
aµ,νzν where t1, . . . , ti; z1, . . . , zn−i are coordinates on C
n split as T ×P .
Over Hom(Ci,Cn−i), the bundle C˜ is trivial, so equal to P × Hom(Ci,Cn−i).
In coordinates, α: C˜→ Cn becomes
α(z1, . . . , zn−i; a1,1, . . . , ak,n−i) = (z1, . . . , zn−i;
∑
a1,νzν , . . . ,
∑
ak,νzν).
Given a function germ γ on (Cn, 0), note that we have
∂γ ◦ α/∂aµ,ν = zν∂γ/∂tµ ◦ α, (6.2.1)
∂γ ◦ α/∂zν = ∂γ/∂zν ◦ α+
∑
µaµ,ν∂γ/∂tµ ◦ α. (6.2.2)
Set F˜ := F ◦ α. Let δ denote the projection of P × Hom(Ci,Cn−i) onto P ,
and let mG denote the ideal on X˜ generated by the zν . Since Wf˜ is satisfied by
(X˜0, 0×G) at (0×P ), by Proposition (6.1) the module JM(F˜ ; f˜)β is integrally
dependent on the product mGJM(F˜ ; f˜)β. Now, Equation (6.2.1) implies that
JM(F˜ ; f˜)δ = mG(JM(F ; f)τ ◦ α)
where τ :Cn → P denotes the projection with kernel T .
Since the curve φ is tangent to P at 0, there is a lift φ˜: (C, 0) → (X˜, 0× O).
Hence, by the preceding paragraph,
(mG(JM(F ; f)τ ◦ α)) ◦ φ˜ ⊆ (mGJM(F˜ ; f˜)β) ◦ φ˜.
The term on the left is equal to (mG ◦ φ˜)(JM(F ; f)τ ◦φ), and that on the right,
to (mG ◦ φ˜)(JM(F˜ ; f˜)β ◦ φ˜). So the inclusion above is equivalent to this one:
JM(F ; f)τ ◦ φ ⊆ JM(F˜ ; f˜)β ◦ φ˜.
Combined with Equation (6.2.1), this inclusion implies the following equation:
JM(F ; f) ◦ φ = JM(F˜ ; f˜)β ◦ φ˜.
Now, Equation (6.2.2) yields the inclusion,
JM(F˜ ; f˜)β ◦ φ˜ ⊆ JM(F ; f)ζ ◦ φ+m(JM(F ; f)τ ◦ φ),
where ζ:Cn → T is the projection with kernel P and where m is the maximal
ideal of (C, 0). Hence Nakayama’s lemma yields the equation,
JM(F ; f)ζ ◦ φ = JM(F˜ ; f˜)β ◦ φ˜.
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The term on the right is equal to JM(F ; f) ◦ φ by the preceding equation, and
the term on the left lies in JM(F ; f)h ◦ φ since P lies in H. Therefore,
JM(F ; f)h ◦ φ = JM(F ; f) ◦ φ.
Thus we have obtained the desired contradiction, and the proof is complete.
In our final two results, a key role is played by the level hypersurface,
Z := f−1(0) ∩X.
Assume Z ⊃ Y , and assume f |X is a nonconstant function. Given y ∈ Y , set
X(y) := r−1(y) ∩X and Z(y) := r−1(y) ∩ Z.
Finally, assume that (X(y), 0) and (Z(y), 0) are ICIS germs, and that (X, 0)
is given by the vanishing of F : (Cn, 0) → (Cp, 0) as a complete intersection of
codimension p.
Form the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity,
em(y) := e(mY JM(F ; f)r(y)),
where JM(F ; f)r(y) stands for the image of JM(F ; f)r in O
p+1
X(y),0. Since mY
induces the maximal ideal mX(y) and JM(F ; f)r(y) is equal to the augmented
Jacobian module JM(F |X(y); f |X(y)) of the restricted functions, we have
em(y) = e(mX(y) JM(F |X(y); f |X(y))),
which is an invariant of the fiber over y ∈ Y .
Lemma (6.3) In the setup above, fix y, and for i = 0, . . . , l−p, let µi(X(y), 0)
and µi(Z(y), 0) denote the Milnor numbers of the sections by a general linear
space Pi of codimension i in C
l. Then
em(y) =
l−p∑
i=0
(
l − 1
i
)(
µi(X(y), 0) + µi(Z(y), 0)
)
.
Proof. Let Πiy denote the i-dimensional relative polar subscheme of f |X(y)
with Pi as pole. It follows from the polar multiplicity formula [20, Thm. (9.8)(i)]
(compare with [15, 4.2.7] and [8, S3]) that
em(y) =
l−p∑
i=0
(
l − 1
i
)
m(Πiy, 0)
where m(Πiy, 0) is the ordinary multiplicity at 0 of Π
i
y. In particular, m(Π
l−p
y , 0)
is simply the multiplicity of X(y) at 0; so it is equal to µl−p(X(y), 0) + 1. By
convention, µl−p(Xy, 0) and µl−p−1(Zy, 0) and µl−p−1(Zy, 0) are the ordinary
multiplicities at 0 diminished by 1, and µl−p(Zy, 0) = 1.
In general, since Πiy is Cohen–Macaulay,
m(Πiy, 0) = dimOΠiy ,0/I(L) (6.2.1)
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where I(L) is the ideal of any linear space L of codimension i in Cl that is
transverse to Πiy. By the preceding lemma, we may take Pi for L. Then, for
i < l − p, the right side is equal to µi(X(y), 0) + µi(Z(y), 0) by the theorem
of Leˆ and Greuel. The asserted formula follows immediately, and the proof is
complete.
Theorem (6.4) In the setup of Lemma (6.3), let Σ(f) denote the the critical
set of f , and ΣY (f) the union of the critical sets of the restrictions f |X(y).
Then the following four conditions are equivalent:
(i) the germs of Σ(f) and Y are equal, and the pair (X − Y, Y ) satisfies
Wf at 0;
(ii) the germs of ΣY (f) and Y are equal, and both pairs (X − Y, Y ) and
(Z − Y, Y ) satisfy the absolute Whitney conditions at 0;
(iii) the Milnor numbers of the sections, µi(X(y), 0) and µi(Z(y), 0), are
constant in y ∈ Y near 0;
(iv) the multiplicity em(y) is constant in y ∈ Y near 0.
Proof. First of all, (i) implies (ii). Indeed, ΣY (f) and Σ(f) represent the
same germ by the argument given in the third paragraph before Lemma (6.2).
Furthermore, TxX(f(x)) ⊂ TxX and, if x ∈ Z, then TxX(f(x)) = TxZ. Hence,
the analytic inequalities required by (ii) are automatically satisfied when (i)
holds. Second, (ii) implies (iii); indeed, this implication is virtually the assertion
of The´ore`me (10.1) on p. 223 of [30]. Third, (iii) implies (iv) by Lemma (6.3).
Lastly, assume (iv). Then the germs of Σ(f) and Y are equal by the upper
semicontinuity argument in the proof of Theorem (5.3), this time applied to
mY JM(F ; f)r. Now, since f is a function, by the relative generic Whitney
lemma, Wf holds at a general point of Y . Hence, generically JM(F ; f)g is
integrally dependent on mY JM(F ; f)r by Proposition (6.1). Therefore, since
(iv) holds, this dependency holds at 0 by the principle of specialization of integral
dependence, Theorem (1.8). So Proposition (6.1) implies that (X − Σ(f), Y )
satisfies Wf at 0. Thus (i) holds and the proof is complete.
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